PLACE & TIME
Jaroslav Kubín’s tailor shop in Prague,
morning, June 12, 1848
CHARACTERS
JAROSLAV KUBÍN (“Ya-ro-slav

Kub-een”)
a tailor, late twenties
JULIA (“Yu-li-a”)

his lover, early twenties
FELIX

a lawyer friend of Jaroslav’s, late twenties
KREJCI (“Kray-chee”)

Jaroslav’s assistant, middle-aged
ISAAC EPSTEIN (“Ep-shtine”)
Jaroslav’s fabric supplier, middle-aged
BARON RÖMERSTADT (“Rer-mer-shdat”)

a client of Jaroslav’s, early twenties
PROTESTERS

comprised of factory workers and students
TWO SOLDIERS

of the Austrian Army,
one early twenties, the other middle-aged
SUGGESTED DOUBLING / TRIPLING
for a cast of 6:
Felix / student
Epstein / factory worker #1 / soldier #2
Römerstadt / factory worker #2 / soldier #1
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A NOTE ON LANGUAGE
In 1848, Czech was the native language of Bohemia
but German was the imperial language, Bohemia being
part of the Austrian Empire, so language was closely
correlated with class. Hence:
JAROSLAV and JULIA speak

Czech and German,
being lower-middle-class

FELIX and RÖMERSTADT speak German only,
being upper-middle- and upper-class, respectively
KREJCI and

the SOLDIER speak Czech only,
being working-class

EPSTEIN speaks

German and Yiddish
being from the Jewish ghetto

However, all speech should be delivered with Englishlanguage accents, except when Römerstadt is trying to
speak Czech (indicated by speech in inverted
commas).
I haven’t rendered colloquial dialogue phonetically, for
ease of reading, but it should be pronounced according
to the background of the person speaking, so the
factory workers should drop their “t”s, etc.
(“Werther” and “Goethe” are pronounced
“Verter” and “Gerter”. “Zlaty” is pronounced
as it would be in English.)
A NOTE ON PUNCTUATION
“Pause.” is a long pause.
“…” is a short one.
“–” is an interruption.
“/” is a point of overlapping dialogue.
“–” at the start of a line indicates that the character
continues from their previous line without a break.
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JAROSLAV KUBÍN’s

tailor shop in Prague. 10:40
a.m., June 12, 1848.
Upstage right is a door which leads onto a
porch, which opens onto the street. The outer door
has a bell that rings whenever anyone enters, and
both the inner and outer doors have windows in
them. Downstage right is a shop window containing
two dummies dressed in evening suits, and other
paraphernalia. The window’s sufficiently cluttered
that someone on the street couldn’t easily see onto
the shop floor. Upstage left is a door leading into
the back room, where the clothes are made. In front
of it is a desk, perpendicular to the audience, with
two chairs either side. The desk has two sets of
drawers reaching down to the floor but a gap in the
middle. On it are a pen, an inkwell, a writing pad,
and some sheets of paper. Upstage centre are three
changing closets with seats inside, but with their
curtains closed. Above them is a large clock
displaying the time. Every spare bit of wall space is
covered with rolls of fabric.
JULIA is sitting at the desk, annotating a
document. She’s in her early twenties, goodlooking, and dressed in a plain cream dress. The
clock ticks.
Singing can be heard coming from the street.
JAROSLAV (singing

amateurishly, a cappella, offstage):
Sings me a song for the Czechs of Bohemia,
Righting a wrong we’ve endured for too long!
JAROSLAV approaches the front door and JULIA runs
to open it. JAROSLAV’s in his late twenties, good-

looking, and dressed in a work suit. There’s a sound
of distant church bells.
Showing our might to the Austrian dictators,
Knowing that the fight –
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JULIA: What are you

doing?

JAROSLAV (entering): Oh,

you’re here.

JULIA: You

can’t be singing revolutionary anthems in
the street, you’ll get shot!

JAROSLAV: There aren’t any
JULIA: I

soldiers around here.

don’t know whether to hit you or kiss you.

JAROSLAV: You
JULIA hits

could do both.

him playfully, but slightly too hard, …

Ow!
… and then kisses him.
Could you do that again?
JULIA kisses

him.

No, I mean the – both.
JULIA goes

to hit him and JAROSLAV braces himself,
but she holds back.
JULIA: No,

you don’t deserve it.

JAROSLAV: What? Why

don’t I deserve it?

JULIA: You’re going

to get yourself arrested! Singing
political songs in the street like an idiot.

JAROSLAV: I

don’t sing like an idiot.

JULIA: You should
JAROSLAV: Do
JULIA: Well,

hear yourself sometime.

I sing criminally badly?

yes. Actually. Mister. … You know what
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I mean. … (Seriously.) What took you so long? I’ve
been worried sick.
JAROSLAV: I

came to see you at the bakery but you
weren’t there.

JULIA: I

came here.

JAROSLAV: Well I

can see that. But what are you doing

here?
JULIA: I

need to talk to you.

JAROSLAV: What about?
JULIA: Tell me about the protest first!

What’s going
on? They’re ringing all the church bells.

JAROSLAV: Okay,

I’ll tell you what happened: –

Václav Square, earlier that morning. We see the
square as a pool of light downstage, in JAROSLAV’s
recollection. He’s leading a group of PROTESTERS in
a march, some of whom are carrying red-and-white
Bohemian flags.
“Sing me a song” (PROTESTERS)
PROTESTERS (elaborately):

Sing me a song for the Czechs of Bohemia,
Righting a wrong we’ve endured for too long.
Showing our might to the Austrian dictators,
Knowing that the fight will be won by the strong.
Write me a rhyme for the spread of democracy,
Now is the time for new laws to be passed.
Give us a say and we’ll vote for independence –
That’ll be the day we’ll have freedom, at last.
End of song
The tailor shop, continued from before.
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JULIA: The workers

were singing in four-part harmony?

JAROSLAV: I

don’t know, I’m not a musician, but it
sounded pretty good.

JULIA: I

think you might be exaggerating a little.

JAROSLAV: Okay,

but the best bit’s coming up.

Václav Square.
Underscore
FACTORY WORKER #1: Down

with the Austrian pigs!

Cheers.
JAROSLAV: The Czech

Lands for the Czechs!

Cheers.
WORKER #2: And

time to show the factory owners …
that … (fainting) biscuits …
WORKER #2

passes out and WORKER #1 tries to keep
him upright.
WORKER #1: All right,
JAROSLAV: What’s

all right, don’t float away.

the matter with him?

WORKER #1: He hasn’t eaten

since he lost his job.

STUDENT (to WORKER #2): Don’t worry,

comrade, soon
we will eat the sweet fruit of collective ownership.

WORKER #2

(drowsily): I’ll give you a hand job for an

apple.
WORKER #1 (slapping WORKER #2): Hey,

snap out of it.
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STUDENT: When

the revolution comes, there will be no
need for / hand jobs.

JAROSLAV: Sorry,

excuse me, is someone going to help

him up?
WORKER #1: Come on,

on your feet, they’re going to
start the speeches soon.
WORKER #1 slowly helps WORKER #2

WORKER #2: You

up.

don’t seem to be short on food.

WORKER #1: Watch

it.

A middle-aged man stands on a crate. It’s KREJCI.
He’s dressed in a tailored suit, carrying a bottle,
and has one arm, so one of the sleeves is pinned.
KREJCI: Gentlemen,

… so good to see so many familiar
faces here today. … I’d like to introduce you to a
certain special personage. (Indicating JAROSLAV.)
My boss, a tailor!

WORKER #1: Nice trousers.
KREJCI: But first,

a little tale.

“Krejci’s story” (KREJCI)
It was many years ago,
As so many of you know,
That a factory did me some harm.
I was working a machine,
As a boy of seventeen,
When the fucking thing ripped off my arm!
WORKER #1: Bullshit,

you never had an arm.

STUDENT: Don’t be ridiculous,

everyone has arms.
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KREJCI:

The owner of the place gave me the sack,
He said, “pick up that arm and don’t come back”.
Even though it’s ‘cause of him
That I went and lost a limb.
It was all I could do to keep calm.
Took it clean off, like a chicken drumstick!

WORKER #2: Don’t talk

about food.

KREJCI:

I was sleeping on the street,
Catching pigeons for their meat,
When a gentleman came to my aid.
This man’s father took me in,
Showed me how to hold a pin,
(Tearing up.)
Now I’m wearing a suit that I made!
Applause.
WORKER #2: Why

did you make it with two sleeves?

STUDENT: Shhh.
WORKER #2: What? It’s

a reasonable / question.

KREJCI:

My friend right here took on his father’s role
When angels took his dad, God rest his soul.

STUDENT: There is

no God, comrade.

KREJCI:

So please, prick up your ears
For my boss of seven years,
The offspring of the kindest man the world has
ever seen,
Mr. Jaroslav Kubín!
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Cheers.
JAROSLAV: Thank

you.

End of song
“Life could be better” (JAROSLAV)
JAROSLAV opens

his mouth to speak.

End of song
The tailor shop.
JULIA: You

did what?

JAROSLAV: I

gave a speech.

JULIA: What possessed

you to do that?

JAROSLAV: Krejci introduced
JULIA: Krejci!

me.

I should have guessed. I wish you’d fire

that man.
JAROSLAV: He’s
JULIA: He’s

a maniac!

JAROSLAV: Only
JULIA: Was

a good person.

when he’s drunk.

he drinking at the protest?

JAROSLAV: It was

nine in the morning.

Václav Square.
“Life could be better” (cont.) (JAROSLAV)
Workers, –
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KREJCI (raising

a bottle): Cheers!

End of song
The tailor shop.
JAROSLAV: Maybe just a little bit.

But you know he
drinks to numb the pain in his arm.

JULIA: Numb

the pain in his head, more like.

JAROSLAV: You’re being

unfair, he did me a favour!

JULIA: What,

set you up to give a speech at a, an antigovernment protest? We’re lucky he doesn’t do us
favours more often! The whole army would have
seen you. They could have followed you back to the
shop!

JAROSLAV: But the way

it felt, Julia. I finally felt like I
was doing something with my life.
Václav Square.

“Life could be better” (cont.) (JAROSLAV)
Students,
The student cheers.
I might work for nobles
Who grace my shop with their presence,
But we’re not so different, us two,
You and me
For, like you, my parents were peasants.
End of song
The tailor shop.
JULIA: Did

you do your “man of the people” thing?
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JAROSLAV: What’s

my “man of the people” thing?

JULIA: When

you go on about how you’re a “man of
the people”.

JAROSLAV: I

am a man of the people.

Václav Square.
“Life could be better” (cont.) (JAROSLAV)
They slaved away for years for their landlord
With never a trace of self-pity.
They saved their pay, and paid off their landlord
To start a new life in the city.
But for what?
So their son could sell shirts to some snob?
(Pretending to hold up some fabric.)
“Perhaps this would go well with your sweater?”
End of song
The tailor shop.
JULIA: But business
JAROSLAV: Er,

is great!

right.

Václav Square.
“Life could be better” (cont.) (JAROSLAV)
My expenses get higher and higher.
End of song
The tailor shop.
JULIA: Isn’t it?

Václav Square.
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“Life could be better” (cont.) (JAROSLAV)
JAROSLAV:

I’m in debt to my fabric supplier!
End of song
The tailor shop.
Of course.
Václav Square.
“Life could be better” (cont.) (JAROSLAV)
Workers,
Students,
I stand here today to say this:
…
Life could be better.
Cries of “hear, hear!”.
End of song
The tailor shop.
JULIA: But life’s

really good!

JAROSLAV: What are you

talking about? We’re
governed by a, an aristocratic family that’s so
inbred they all have the same first name.
Václav Square.

“Life could be better” (cont.) (JAROSLAV)
For two hundred years we’ve lived under Austrian
rule.
We go to school,
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We have to speak German.
We go to court,
We have to speak German.
We go to church,
The sermon’s in German.
German’s interminable!
But life could be better.
Imagine a life
With Czech independence,
New laws in Czech
To defend Czech defendants,
First free elections with millions of Czechs in
attendence!
STUDENT: Probably

less than a million.

JAROSLAV:

Life could be better.
Cheers.
End of song
The tailor shop.
JULIA: But we have a nice life.
JAROSLAV: You

Together.

live with your alcoholic father.

Václav Square.
“Life could be better” (cont.) (JAROSLAV)
We’re experiencing the first-ever Europe-wide
financial crisis.
Unchecked speculation
Makes prices go up,
Industrialization
Makes wages go down.
What little’s left over gets taken in tax by the
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crown!
But life could be better:
Imagine a life
With work regulation,
New laws in place
To prevent exploitation.
Orphans aren’t slaves but instead receive free
education!
WORKER #2: A

10-year-old stole my job!

WORKER #1: Little shit.
JAROSLAV (to WORKER #2):

Life could be better.
[Last section still to be lyricized. Note: dialogue is
only bolded once I’ve lyricized it – eventually about
the half the play will be sung. The starts and ends of
songs mark where I intend to turn dialogue into
lyrics.]
For the last few years, I’ve been attending meetings
at that bastion of revolutionary activity, the Golden
Goose.
KREJCI: Cheers!

(Takes a swig from the bottle.)

JAROSLAV: And I’ve been

writing a document: (pulls a
piece of paper from out of his jacket pocket and
holds it up) a draft constitution for an independent
Czech state!
Cheers.
It shows how life can be better.
In March of this year, we had the first ever
Czech public assembly. I tried to give a speech
there, but they turned out the lights and stopped me
speaking!
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WORKER #2: Why

didn’t you talk in the dark?

JAROSLAV: (Thinks.)

… Because people don’t listen
when they can’t see.
The tailor shop. JULIA gives JAROSLAV a look.
Václav Square.
Instead, the organisers sent a delegation to Vienna
to show the emperor their own constitution, but he
wouldn’t even meet them. However we have ways
of making him listen.
In Paris the people held protests en masse
And the king had to give up the throne.
In Hungary rebels received their request
For a semi-autonomous zone.
And last but not least, the good folk of Milan
Who settled an ancient vendetta:
They took to the streets, and after five days
Turned the Austrians into pancetta!
More cheers.

End of song
The tailor shop.
JULIA: But they’re Italian,

they’d fight over a haircut!

Václav Square.
“Life could be better” (cont.) (JAROSLAV)
JAROSLAV:

So we’ll wait till they’ve read what we’ve written.
And if they refuse to they’ll have to fight every last
Man, woman, and child!

End of song
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The tailor shop.
JULIA: “Every

last man, woman, and child”?

JAROSLAV: It’s

rhetorical.

JULIA: “Fighting

children”’s rhetorical?

JAROSLAV: There’s

a word for it in Greek but I can’t
remember what it is.
Václav Square.

“Life could be better” (cont.) (JAROSLAV)
Then life will be better.
Cheers. JAROSLAV holds the constitution above his
head –
End of song
The tailor shop.
JULIA: How

did the army react?

Václav Square.
Underscore
– but it’s shot out of his hand. Shouts.
JAROSLAV: Hey!

They shot –

End of song
The tailor shop.
– the constitution.
JULIA: The army

do that?

shot the constitution? Why did they
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JAROSLAV: I
JULIA: Was

don’t know, I didn’t ask them.

anyone hurt?

Václav Square.
Underscore
JAROSLAV: And

I got a goddam papercut!

End of underscore
The tailor shop.
No.
JULIA: How

did the protesters react?

JAROSLAV: …

They kept the moral highground.

Václav Square.
Underscore
WORKER #1: Let’s
JAROSLAV: Wait,

kill their families!

that’s not –

Cheers from KREJCI and WORKER #2.
KREJCI: And

when we’re done with their families let’s
go and trash the factories again!
Cheers from the WORKERS.

JAROSLAV: That’s

not a great idea.

WORKER #2: But you

said yourself that we should fight

the Austrians.
JAROSLAV: It was

rhetorical. There’s a word for it in
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Greek, but –
“Sing me a song” (PROTESTERS)
KREJCI (improvising

some lyrics, a cappella):
Let’s get some sticks and let’s fuck up some
Austrians!
Cheers.

JAROSLAV: Wait,

–

WORKER #2:

Righting a wrong we’ve endured for too long!
JAROSLAV: You’re not listening!
KREJCI, WORKERS (starting

to harmonize):
Showing our might to …

WORKER #1:

… the carcass of a soldier!
Laughter. JAROSLAV eventually gives in and joins
them.

PROTESTERS:

Knowing that the –
End of song
The tailor shop.
JAROSLAV: I
JULIA: So

had everything under control.

everything’s okay?

JAROSLAV: … Define “okay”.
JULIA: When

nothing bad is happening.

JAROSLAV: Mmmm,

define “bad”.
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JULIA: Járo,

are we fighting the Austrian army or not?

JAROSLAV: Look,

the important thing is –

Václav Square. A couple more gunshots.
Underscore
The PROTESTERS duck.
WORKER #2: They’re shooting
KREJCI: Let’s

at us!

get our weapons!

WORKER #1: Down

with the Austrian pigs!

KREJCI and the WORKERS make pig noises as the
PROTESTERS run offstage, leaving the constitution

on the ground.
End of underscore
The tailor shop.
JAROSLAV: –

they started it.

JULIA: Oh no.
JAROSLAV: But it’s
JULIA: No

a good thing.

it isn’t!

JAROSLAV: It’s

the change we’ve been waiting for.

JULIA: The “change we’ve been

get our heads blown off!

JAROSLAV: We’re not going

waiting for” isn’t to

to – we’re not all going to

get our heads blown off.
JULIA: And

you gave a speech.
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JAROSLAV: That’s

why I came back, / because –

JULIA: “Came back”? You

mean you’re going out

again?
JAROSLAV: I
JULIA: Járo,

wanted to say something.

you are not joining the fighting.

JAROSLAV: You’re not listening.
JULIA: I

am listening. To a madman.

JAROSLAV: There’s

nothing mad about wanting to fight

the Austrians.
JULIA: But …

but, but you’re a tailor! What are you
going to do, strangle them with a tie?

JAROSLAV: Krejci’s
JULIA: Another
JAROSLAV: I
JULIA: He’s

bringing me a gun.

“favour”. Don’t go and meet him!

don’t need to, he’s coming here.

bringing a gun to the shop?

JAROSLAV: He’ll be here any

minute.

JULIA: Okay,

listen: when Krejci gets here, you need to
tell him you don’t want the gun, and then –

JAROSLAV: You

don’t understand, this is –

JULIA: Listen to

me. Tell him you don’t want the gun,
and then give him the golden handshake.

JAROSLAV: I

understand, you’re scared.

JULIA: I’m not scared,

I’m just –
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JAROSLAV: It’s

okay, I’m scared too! But this is the
only way to make the emperor read the constitution.

JULIA: The emperor’s

not going to read the
constitution! Are you out of your mind? Can’t you
see what’s going to happen? The Austrian army
outnumber you – what, five-to-one? They’re going
to crush you like … like grapes, –

JAROSLAV: Grapes?
JULIA: –

and then Prague’s going to turn into a police
state again. You won’t even be able to … own a
rebel constitution, let alone show it to the
authorities. All our work will be undone. Is that
what you want?

JAROSLAV: … I
JULIA: Oh,

want the emperor to listen.

you’re so – (Pause.) And I can’t go home.

JAROSLAV: …

What?

A SOLDIER has appeared on the street outside the
shop, unseen by the others. He tries to peer through
the front door.
JULIA: …

I can’t go home. … It’s … it’s my father, he

–
The front door bell rings as the SOLDIER pushes it
open.
JAROSLAV: That’ll be

Krejci.

The SOLDIER bursts in. He’s in his early twenties,
and wields a gun. JULIA shrieks.
Oh my –
SOLDIER: Halt right there!
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JAROSLAV and JULIA raise their

hands.

(To JULIA, pointing the gun at whoever he’s talking
to.) You, step aside.
JULIA does

weapon.

so. The SOLDIER frisks JAROSLAV for a

Who’s she?
JAROSLAV: She’s

… She works nearby. She’s innocent.

The SOLDIER steps back.
SOLDIER: You Jaroslav
JAROSLAV: How

Kubín?

do you know my name?

SOLDIER: It’s

written on the front of the shop. (Pause.)
You gave a speech at the protest this morning.

JULIA: Please,

he’s just a tailor / who –

SOLDIER: I

saw you talking to the leader of the
workers. We need info on him. What’s his name?
Where does he live?

JAROSLAV: I
JULIA: No,

don’t know what you’re talking / about.

…

SOLDIER: Just tell me what I

need to know and I’ll let

you live.
The clock starts to chime eleven.
JAROSLAV: Honestly,

I don’t know what you’re /

talking about.
JULIA: Járo!
SOLDIER (in

time with the chimes): 10, …
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JULIA screams.
JAROSLAV: Wait!
SOLDIER: 9,

You’re Czech, right?

…

JAROSLAV: But you’re fighting

for the Austrian Army.

JULIA: Just tell him!
SOLDIER: 8,

…

JAROSLAV: You’re doing
JULIA: It’s

not going to work.

SOLDIER: 7,

…

JAROSLAV: I
JULIA: No

it for the money, right?

can get you money, I know people.

you don’t.

SOLDIER: 6,

…

JAROSLAV (to JULIA): Please,

control.

JULIA: No

I’ve got this under

you don’t!

SOLDIER: 5,

…

JAROSLAV (to

the SOLDIER): I have wealthy clients.

JULIA (to JAROSLAV,

re: the SOLDIER): He’s not

listening.
SOLDIER: 4,

…

JAROSLAV: Julia,
JULIA: It’s

I’m trying to –

not working!
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SOLDIER: 3,

…

JAROSLAV: I

wish … I wish …

JULIA: Jaroslav!
SOLDIER: 2,

…

JAROSLAV: I

wish the emperor would fucking well

listen!
Underscore
Change of lighting. Everything is unnaturally
bright.
There’s a knock at the front door. Pause.
Another knock.
SOLDIER: Who’s

that?

JAROSLAV: It’s

probably, … it’s probably my assistant.
(Pause.) I could go and check if / you like.

SOLDIER: Don’t move.

Is he armed?

JAROSLAV: … No.
SOLDIER (under

his breath): Is he bollocks.

The SOLDIER edges towards the door, keeping his
gun pointed at JAROSLAV, and opens it just as a
SECOND SOLDIER enters. They point their guns at
each other as a reflex, lower them, and then rapidly
point them at JAROSLAV, then JULIA, trying to keep
them both covered, and then SOLDIER #1 points his
gun at JAROSLAV again. JAROSLAV and JULIA raise
their hands even higher.
SOLDIER #1: They’re not armed.
SOLDIER #2: I’ve come to

What’s up?

get you. What’s going on?
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SOLDIER #1: I’m shooting

this pansy.

JAROSLAV: I’m not a / pansy.
SOLDIER #1: Shut it.
SOLDIER #2: No

JULIA: Járo,

…

need. (Winks.)

SOLDIER #1: What?
SOLDIER #2: No

need. (Winks.) Change of plan.

SOLDIER #1 (confused

by SOLDIER #2’s winking): What
… what change of plan?

SOLDIER #2: We’re not fighting

the rebels any more,

we’re “holding talks”.
SOLDIER #1: “Holding

talks”?

SOLDIER #2: Listening

to them. I dunno.

SOLDIER #1: Whose bullshit idea was

that?

SOLDIER #2: Came from the top,

didn’t it? (Lowers his
gun and heads towards the front door.) Card game
in the mess when you’re done. (Winks again and
exits.)

SOLDIER #1 (confused): … The royal prat. (Reluctantly
lowers his gun and follows SOLDIER #2.)
JAROSLAV: Nice to

meet you, (as SOLDIER #1 exits
through the door) you mercenary, scumbag / piece
of –

JULIA: Járo!
SOLDIER #1 (re-entering

and raising his gun again):
Oi! I’ve still got a gun!
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JAROSLAV: Yeah,

but you can’t use it, can you?

Pause.
SOLDIER #1: I

have some … business to attend to, but I
will tell you this:

“I’ll be watching” (SOLDIER #1)
The emperor is listening for now,
For some reason,
But the moment he finds out what morons you are
He’ll hang you all for treason.
And me, I’ll be watching,
And before he can put you in chains,
I’ll come back to your shop, and in front of your
girl,
I’ll rearrange your brains.
End of song
Underscore
Pause.
JAROSLAV: We’re going

to get what we want.

SOLDIER #1: You

couldn’t get what you want if the
emperor turned up on your doorstep. (Slowly lowers
his gun and opens the front door. Just before he
leaves, to JULIA:) Drop him, sweetheart. (Exits.)

End of underscore
Long pause.
JAROSLAV: Well that was
JULIA: You

a bit intense.

nearly got killed!

JAROSLAV: He only

got up to “2”.
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JULIA: That’s

just one less than “1”!

JAROSLAV: Technically
JULIA: Not when

it’s one more than “1”.

you’re counting backwards.

JAROSLAV: He probably

wasn’t going to shoot until at

least zero anyway.
JULIA: That’s
JAROSLAV: I

two less than “2”!

can count to two.

JULIA: Could

have fooled me.

JAROSLAV: Look,

I could see the other soldier through
the window, I was buying time.

JULIA: Really?
JAROSLAV: Yeah.

Anyway, the point is that the
emperor’s finally listening to us. I mean, I said I
wished he’d listen – paraphrasing – but then it
actually kind of happened. It’s like … it’s like I
made a wish, and then it came true. Magic!

JULIA: … I don’t know,

something doesn’t feel right.
Why was that other soldier winking so much?

JAROSLAV: Ah,

he probably had a nervous tic or
something. Beaten as a child. Who cares? We can
get the Austrians to read the constitution!

JULIA: But why

would they suddenly stop fighting?

JAROSLAV: Because they

got their ass kicked in Milan
and they don’t want another defeat, so they’re
giving in early. Come on, let’s go and join the talks!
JAROSLAV takes JULIA’s

hand and tries to lead her
out the front door but she resists.
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JULIA: Okay,

but … there’s the …

JAROSLAV: Oh,

right, the thing with your … Tell me
what happened, I’m listening.

[Love duet] (JULIA)
Long introduction.
JULIA:

It turns out my –

End of song
JAROSLAV: Is

your father drunk again?

[Love duet] (JULIA)
JULIA:

Well, yes, but he –
End of song
JAROSLAV: Can

your sister look after him?

[Love duet] (JULIA)
JULIA:

But that’s not the –
End of song
JAROSLAV: I’ve just had

an idea: why don’t we talk

about it on the way?
JULIA: What?
JAROSLAV: We can
JULIA: What’s

walk and talk.

gotten into you?
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JAROSLAV: I’m just excited

about / the –

[Love duet] (JULIA, JAROSLAV)
JULIA:

My father found out about us.
Pause.
JAROSLAV:

Oh.
JULIA:

Right.
JAROSLAV:

How … does he know?

JULIA:

Well,
one of his drinking companions was at the Golden
Goose the other day, –
JAROSLAV: Uh-oh.
JULIA: –

and, apparently you were bragging about how
you were going to … about how you were going to
… marry –

JAROSLAV: Ohhh.
JULIA: –

the girl at the bakery. And my father’s friend
said, “which girl at the bakery?”, and apparently you
said, “the hot one who works at the bakery just by
the bank”.

JAROSLAV: That could

be any one of a number of

people.
JULIA: …
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JAROSLAV: Okay,

it narrows it down.

JULIA: And, I

mean, of course I think it’s really sweet
that you were talking about, you know, marrying
me, but –

JAROSLAV: I

was going to bring it up, properly,
sometime. As in, there’s a procedure …

JULIA: Right.

But my father wasn’t totally …

JAROSLAV: Thrilled.
JULIA: No.
JAROSLAV: But what’s

his objection to me?

JULIA: You’re not a German
JAROSLAV: He wants

aristocrat.

you to marry a German

aristocrat?
JULIA: So

he can pay off his gambling debts.

JAROSLAV: What if
JULIA: Can

I paid off his gambling debts?

you pay off his gambling debts?

JAROSLAV: No.
JULIA: Right.

So he’s sending me away, to stay with
my aunt, in the country, while he finds a more
suitable … suitor.

JAROSLAV: … When

are you leaving?

JULIA: Two.
JAROSLAV: Two

o’clock? As in, today? In … (looking
at the clock) in three hours’ time?

JULIA: Yup.
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JAROSLAV: … This

is the worst timing.

JULIA: Well you’re the one who

was shooting off your
mouth about marrying me, in the / pub!

JAROSLAV: I

didn’t know he was a friend of your
father’s! I just thought he was some drunk old fool.

JULIA: That’s

why he’s a friend of my father’s. (Pause.)
Well, look, I had a bit of time to think about this,
and, I think the only solution is – I mean, I know
it’s not ideal, or how you wanted it to happen, but –
well, given that you were going to propose to me
anyway, we could just, you know, bring it forward.
The wedding, that is. As in, like, to now. And then –
well, we’ve talked about me moving in. And that
would, you know, solve …
JAROSLAV has

thought of something.

the whole problem of …
JAROSLAV: We can

get married on the day of the

revolution!
JULIA: … Well that’s

one way to look at it.

JAROSLAV: There’s

a registry office nearby. Let’s get
married at noon!

JULIA: If

you’re sure?

JAROSLAV: Of

course! We can stop by on the way to

the talks.
JULIA: On

the way to the talks?

JAROSLAV: Well we’re still going
JULIA: …

to the talks, right?

Of course!
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JAROSLAV: The two

greatest things happening in one
day. … But … for us to get married, don’t I have to
ask you a question?

JULIA: Um,

I don’t think so, give that we’ve already …
But, you know, if you wanted to …

JAROSLAV:

Will you marry me?
Pause.
JULIA:

JAROSLAV (turning

around):
Oh wait! I just
thought of something.

Yes.
End of song
JULIA: What?
JAROSLAV: Wait there.
JULIA: I

just answered your –

JAROSLAV: I

know, I was listening. Hold on a sec.
There was something I was going to give you when
I proposed, as a surprise, but … (Goes to the desk.)

JULIA: Last time you

gave me a surprise I banged my

head.
JAROSLAV: This

is a different kind of surprise. Don’t

look!
JULIA closes

her eyes while JAROSLAV pulls a white
dress out of one of the desk drawers, with red fabric
flowers attached. It’s a bit too much.
JULIA: Is

it a dress?

JAROSLAV: Is

it a what?
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JULIA: You’ve been

saying for ages that you’re going
to make me a dress.

JAROSLAV: Okay,
JULIA does

you can look now.

so.

Surprise?
JULIA (not loving

it): Oh! Red roses, how … unusual.

JAROSLAV: Red

roses on a white background, the
Bohemian colours!

JULIA: You

put so much work into it.

JAROSLAV: I

always thought it would be beautiful if
you were dressed in the Bohemian colours when we
got married.

JULIA: It’s

my wedding dress?

JAROSLAV: Yes.
JULIA: No,

I mean, if you –

no, of course, I love it!

JAROSLAV: …
JULIA: I’ll put it on.
JULIA takes

off her shoes and old dress. There’s a
knock at the front door.
JAROSLAV (going

to see who it is): It’s Felix. I’ll invite
him to the wedding.

JULIA: Uh-oh.
JAROSLAV: Here,

you can change in the closet.

back the curtain of the 1st closet,
revealing a dead soldier slumped on the seat inside,
JAROSLAV pulls
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visible to the audience but unseen by JULIA, who’s
still picking up her things.
“Dead soldier” underscore
The soldier is in his late teens, of slim build, and
dressed in the uniform of the Austrian Army. He’s
been shot in the heart so has a deep red bloodstain
on his chest.
(Whipping the curtain shut just as JULIA turns
around.) No!
End of underscore
That one’s … full of clothes. (Opening the curtain
of the 2nd closet.) Change in this one.
JULIA: Are you

all right?

JAROSLAV: Yes.

It’s just … I was suddenly
overwhelmed by … everything happening at once.

JULIA (going

into the closet): I thought it was what you

wanted.
JAROSLAV (closing

the curtain after her): Right.

the curtain of the 1st closet again
to look at the dead soldier properly.
JAROSLAV opens

“Dead soldier” underscore
JULIA: He’s

not going to be happy.

JAROSLAV: Who?
JULIA: Felix!
JAROSLAV: Oh

right, him.

JAROSLAV lifts

the dead soldier’s head, lets go, and
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it falls back down lifelessly. There’s a second knock
at the front door and JAROSLAV hurriedly closes the
curtain –
End of underscore
– and opens the front door.
FELIX (offstage): Jaroslav,
JAROSLAV: Thank

door on him.)

JULIA (from

amazing news!

you. See you at noon. (Closes the

the closet): What did he want?

JAROSLAV: He was

just congratulating us.

JULIA: But he doesn’t know

about the wedding.

JAROSLAV (distracted): Right.
FELIX knocks
JULIA: You

on the front door again.

should let him in.

JAROSLAV: I

just did.

JULIA: Let him in!
JAROSLAV: Fine.

(Opens the front door again.) Now

what?
FELIX pushes

his way into the porch but JAROSLAV
blocks him from entering the shop. FELIX is in his
late twenties and dressed in an unkempt suit.
FELIX: So

you know already?

JAROSLAV: Sorry,
FELIX: But who

you can’t come in, we’re busy.

told you?
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JAROSLAV: What are you
FELIX: You

talking about?

said you’d see me at noon.

JAROSLAV: Right.

Goodbye.

JAROSLAV tries to push FELIX out of the shop but
JULIA emerges from the closet, wearing the new
dress, and FELIX pushes past JAROSLAV to greet her.
FELIX: Miss

Julia! What a pleasant surprise. Might I
say how fragrant you’re looking?

JAROSLAV: You

can’t look fragrant.

JULIA (putting

the old dress on the desk): I think he’s
referring to the dress.

FELIX (to JAROSLAV): Are you

making dresses now?

JAROSLAV: Just the one.
FELIX (disappointed): Oh.
JAROSLAV: Felix,
JULIA: Why

you really can’t stay.

can’t he stay?

JAROSLAV: Because you’re getting
JULIA: But I’m changed
JAROSLAV: You
FELIX: And I

changed.

already!

don’t have your shoes on.

have important news!

JAROSLAV: About the talks? We know

already.

FELIX: About you.
JAROSLAV: Tell me later.
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JULIA: What’s

wrong with you? Let him speak!

JAROSLAV: …

Fine. Out with it.

“The emperor” (FELIX, JAROSLAV, JULIA)
FELIX:

So,
Well,
As you know, I thought I’d give the protest march
a miss.
I mean, I’m all for principles – they’re all we’ve
got! –
But I wondered if some students singing songs
would really help things,
And, you know me, not a fan of … you-knowwhat.
So I waited in the pub, – you know, the Golden
Goose! –
With some chums who felt like I did when it came
to getting shot,
As in, “We’re sick of Austria imposing their
imperatives!
Let’s go and fight their troops!” But also, maybe
not.
JAROSLAV: Get to

the point.

FELIX: I’m getting

there.

JAROSLAV: Get there faster.
FELIX: I

would if you’d … Thank you.

Well the Golden Goose is famous as a meeting
place for rebels,
So an officer arrived, while I was hanging with the
gang.
Said a certain special someone had arrived to join
to the talks,
But the protesters all dispersed when the army,
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you know, … bang.
I said, “who’s the special someone?”, he said, “tell
me where they are”,
I said, “not if you don’t tell me”, and then … he
used some slang.
And this went on for a while but I continued to
harangue him
Until finally he told me and the name dropped
with a … clang.
JAROSLAV: Who

was it?

FELIX: Someone powerful.
JAROSLAV: Your

mother.

FELIX: Very

funny. No, I mean someone who controls
everything.

JAROSLAV: Your mother.
FELIX: Someone other

than my mother. …

The emperor.
JAROSLAV:

The emperor?
FELIX:

The emperor!
JULIA: So

the emperor’s coming to Prague in person?

FELIX: It gets

better than that.

Since the officer reported that the emperor had
heard
About some man who gave a speech, or at least he
had begun to
When the army opened fire. And that people really
liked it
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As the man was kind of serious but also kind of …
fun.
I said, “What was his profession?”, and the officer
reported
That he’d heard he was a tailor. I said, “Christ, I
know the one!”
I mean, after all, how many other tailors join a
protest
And then go and shoot their mouth off at the
army? None.
And it made me just so proud, like that time you
told that Russian
What you thought about his country even though
he had a gun,
And the –
JAROSLAV: Finish

the story.

FELIX:

The emperor wants to meet you.

JAROSLAV, JULIA:

… What?
End of song
“The emperor” underscore
JULIA: This

can’t be happening.

FELIX: Well I

heard it from the horse’s mouth, the
Austrian military themselves.

JULIA: Did

this horse have a nervous tic? You know,
like (winks).

FELIX: What? No.

(To JAROSLAV.) Anyway, so I gave
him your address, and he said –

JAROSLAV: Wait,

what? The emperor’s coming here?
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FELIX: Yes,

where else?

JAROSLAV: He’s
FELIX: Of

coming to my shop?

course!

JULIA: When?
FELIX: At noon.
JAROSLAV, JULIA: Today?!
FELIX: I

thought you’d be excited.

JAROSLAV (looking

at the clock): But, but it’s eleven
already! (Looks at the 1st closet.)

“Dead soldier” underscore
FELIX: Yes,

nothing!

well it’s not called the eleventh hour for

The joke falls flat. FELIX shrugs.
JAROSLAV (still looking): Oh

my God.

“The emperor” (cont.) (FELIX, JAROSLAV, JULIA)
(To FELIX.) Do you think, maybe, he could drop by
later?
FELIX: Later?
JAROSLAV: Is

he around tomorrow?

FELIX: We are still talking

about the emperor, aren’t

we?
JULIA: It’s

just that we have something else on.

JAROSLAV:
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Oh yes, that too.
JULIA:

“That too”?
JAROSLAV:

I mean, that’s it.

JULIA:

What else?
FELIX:

What’s what?
JULIA:

Or by this evening I’ll be gone.
FELIX: Sorry,

Could somebody please tell me what’s going on?
[Love duet] (reprise) (JULIA, FELIX, JAROSLAV)
JULIA: …

It’s my father, / he –

FELIX: Is

he drunk again?

JAROSLAV: He found
FELIX: Oh.

out about us.

I’m guessing he wasn’t –

JAROSLAV: Thrilled?
JULIA: No.
JAROSLAV: So

we’re getting married, at noon.

JULIA: Otherwise he’s
JAROSLAV: So

going to send me away.

you see, we have to postpone at least a

little –
“The emperor” (cont.) (FELIX, JULIA, JAROSLAV)
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FELIX: Hold

on a sec. I mean, yes, I get it: carriage,
deadline, marriage, boom. But let’s not lose sight of
what’s at stake here: we’re talking about a visit
from the – the man who runs the entire – I mean, I
don’t know how else to put it. The emperor! I think
you’ll find this is a little more important that your
minor domestic problem.

JULIA: It’s

not a “minor domestic / problem”.

FELIX: Well,

comparatively speaking, it is. And
Jaroslav, don’t you think (indicating JULIA) this is a
little bit … rushed?

JAROSLAV: Not at all.

I’ve been planning this wedding
for all of – what? – ten minutes.

FELIX: What?
JULIA (to JAROSLAV): I
FELIX: Why

told you he wouldn’t be happy.

wouldn’t I be happy?

JULIA: I

think we all know you have an ulterior motive
for wanting to postpone the / wedding.

FELIX: I

don’t know what you’re talking about.

JAROSLAV: Maybe we should

postpone both.

JULIA, FELIX: What?
JAROSLAV: Let things
FELIX: What would

the point in – ?

JAROSLAV: Sorry,

cool down a bit.

be

JULIA: Why

would we
postpone – ?

bad idea. I just got overwhelmed.

JULIA (looking

at the clock): Look, we still have
another forty-five minutes. We could go to the
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registry office now and be back by noon.
JAROSLAV: You
JULIA: You

could go by yourself.

want me to get married by myself?

JAROSLAV: Is

that all right? I’ve got to tidy up the shop.

JULIA: But the shop

looks fine.

JAROSLAV (looking

at the 1st closet): No, it’s really

messy.

JULIA: No,

really, it looks / fine.

JAROSLAV: Nooo,
FELIX: I

it’s really messy.

think someone’s getting a little worked up.

JULIA (to JAROSLAV): Well if

you’re worried about
meeting the emperor here, why don’t we meet him
at the registry office?

JAROSLAV: Yes! Let’s

do that. Problem solved. (Trying
to usher them out the door.) Okay, let’s go. I’ll
catch you up later.

FELIX (fighting

his way back into the room): Jaroslav,
stop this! Think about it: even if we did want to
rearrange the meeting – which we don’t – how
would we get the emperor the message? Via carrier
pigeon? How would the pigeon know what the
emperor looks like? Where would we even get a
carrier pigeon from?

JAROSLAV: The post office.
FELIX: Oh

for goodness sake! … Right. I have just
spoken with a very intimidating military man, in a
situation in which I was absolutely not comfortable,
and arranged for the emperor – the bloody emperor!
– to turn up on your very doorstep at noon today.
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Now you can meet him and save the country, or go
on a punting holiday with your girlfriend and let the
emperor waltz around the shop by himself.
You’re right. (Looking at the 1st closet)
I’ll just have to tidy up the shop before he gets here.

JAROSLAV: …

JULIA: So

what are we going to do about my father?

JAROSLAV: Put him

in the closet.

JULIA: What?
JAROSLAV: Sorry.

Fantasy.

JULIA: I

mean, of course I think we should meet the
emperor, but what’s the point if I then get whisked
away in a carriage, never to be seen again?

JAROSLAV: You’re not going

to get whisked away in a

carriage.
FELIX: Sounds
JULIA: Felix,
FELIX: My
JULIA: I

rather nice to me.

this is not a time / for –

dear lady, / you –

am not a “dear lady”.

FELIX: It’s

a term of endearment!

JULIA: There’s

nothing “endearing” about trying to stop

the –
JAROSLAV: Okay can

you two stop it? … There must be
a way to meet the emperor and get married.

FELIX: I’m afraid

you’ll just have to –

JAROSLAV: Shut.

Up! (Long pause.) Okay, I’m thinking
out loud, here but … the emperor’s head of
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everything in the empire, right?
FELIX: The clue’s

in the name.

JAROSLAV: So

he’s head of the church, the legal
system, and so on, which means that – and this is
just an idea, but – there’s nothing to stop him
marrying us, right? When he gets here.

FELIX: Oh please.
JAROSLAV: What? What’s

wrong with that plan?

FELIX: He’s

coming here to quell a populist revolution,
not to have a knees-up!

JAROSLAV: Exactly!

What better gesture of goodwill
than to marry two Czechs? It’s a brilliant political
move.

FELIX: Brilliant.
JULIA: You’re suggesting

the emperor marries us? I
mean, what if he says “no”? What’ll happen to us
then?

JAROSLAV: Your

father’s hardly going to kidnap you if
your fiancé’s having a meeting with the emperor, is
he? I mean, he wants you to marry someone posh
and German, how more posh and German can you
get?

JULIA: You

want me to marry the emperor?

JAROSLAV: No,

but if your father sees that your fiancé’s
the kind of person who meets with the emperor he
might come round to you marrying a tailor. At the
very least it’ll buy us time.

JULIA: I

don’t know, …

JAROSLAV: But Felix

is right! I’ve been petitioning the
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government for years, and now I’m finally going to
have a pow-wow with the top dog.
JULIA: … Okay,

Járo. … But I have a bad feeling about

this.
JAROSLAV: You

had a bad feeling about the protest,
and look how that worked out!

JULIA: You

nearly got shot!

JAROSLAV: We’ve been

over that! And Felix, you know
that what’s good for Julia is good for me. And you
want me to be happy, as a friend, don’t you?

FELIX: … Of

happen!

course I do, Jaroslav. … But I made it

JAROSLAV: Yes

you did. And we’re all going to meet
the emperor. Come on, it’s exciting! (As if making a
toast.) The emperor!

JULIA, FELIX (less

enthusiastically): The emperor.

End of song
Underscore
JULIA (to JAROSLAV): Okay,

but no more

complications.
JAROSLAV: Don’t worry,

everything will be fine.

The front door bell rings.
(Going to see who it is.) Oh, it’s Krejci.
KREJCI enters.
KREJCI: Mr

Kubín. (Pulling a gun out of his jacket.) I
brought your –
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JAROSLAV blocks the others’ view of the gun,
it off KREJCI and throws it in the 1st closet.
JAROSLAV: Shhhh!
KREJCI: Miss

takes

I have a bone to pick with you.

Julia, you’re wearing the dress I made!

JULIA: You made it?
JAROSLAV: I

designed it.

JAROSLAV: We made it

KREJCI: It’s

together.
JULIA: No,

of course.
You don’t have time
to –

FELIX (slowly and

not quite
finished – I need to
secure the flowers to the
main part of the –

loudly): Mis-ter Krej-ci!

KREJCI: Oh,

it’s him.

FELIX: How

– are – you?

KREJCI (to JAROSLAV): Why

does your friend always
speak to me in German? He knows I can’t
understand it.

JULIA: He’s

just trying to be friendly.

KREJCI: He’s

a pillock.

FELIX: What did

he say?

JAROSLAV: He said

it’s lovely to see you.

FELIX (to KREJCI): Like-wise!
JAROSLAV (to KREJCI): Likewise.

(To FELIX.) I need to
tell Krejci the news, so he can / help us with –

FELIX: Allow

me!
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JAROSLAV: No,

no, no –

JULIA: I’m not sure that’s

–

“The emperor” (cont.) (FELIX, JULIA, JAROSLAV)
FELIX: Krej-ci!

Good – news: um, me (points) in
Golden Goose (mimes goose and then drinking),
um, hiding (mimes) from (mimes a soldier
shooting), and, er, military man (impersonates him)
er, said (gestures) that emperor (impersonates)
wants to speak (mimes) with –

KREJCI (to JAROSLAV): Is

he all right?

JAROSLAV (to FELIX): I’ve got this.

(To KREJCI.) Look,
the emperor’s coming to Prague so that he can …
negotiate, with the protesters. Apparently he heard
about the speech I gave, and so he’s coming here –
as in to the shop – at noon today.
KREJCI is

looking distracted.

That means we have to “tidy up the shop”. Got it?
We need to “make sure that things are put away”.
Yes? Krejci? Are you listening?
“I’m going to kill the emperor” (KREJCI, JAROSLAV)
KREJCI: I

get it. We’ll kill him.

JAROSLAV: What? No!
KREJCI: We’ll butcher

JULIA: Krejci!

him in the back room.

JAROSLAV: No

we won’t. JULIA: Oh my God.

FELIX: What’s

wrong?

JAROSLAV: Um,

Krejci’s … upset … we’re getting
married … because he’s in love with Julia.

JAROSLAV: Krejci,

we

FELIX: She –

loves –
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are not going to kill
the emperor.
KREJCI: We bloody

are.

JAROSLAV: We’re going

to negotiate with him.

JAROSLAV: Felix,

Jaroslav.

FELIX: You’re –

old!

too –

can you please …?

KREJCI: “Negotiate”.

You can’t negotiate with the rich,
Mr. Kubín, they’re too comfortable. They don’t
understand the plight of the working man. The only
language they understand is violence.

JAROSLAV: That’s
KREJCI: Yes

not a language!

it is. Everyone speaks it.

JAROSLAV: Everyone also
KREJCI: I

speaks German.

don’t.

JAROSLAV: That’s

not – You’re not –

KREJCI: Exactly!

The workers don’t have a voice
because they don’t speak the language of the
empire. Well they can talk with their fists. You and
your liberal friend, you just stand around talking,
but I’m actually going to do something. I’m going
to kill the emperor! I’m gonna kill him!

JULIA: Krejci!

… (Trying to calm herself down.)
Krejci, … (Pseudo-normal.) Krejci. …

[Persuasion song] (JULIA)
I totally understand how you feel. But there’s
something Jaroslav isn’t telling you. You see, my
father found out about Jaroslav and I. He’s planning
to send me away this afternoon, so we’ve decided to
get married, at noon today.
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JULIA holds JAROSLAV’s
FELIX: They’re –

hand.

get-ting – mar-ried.

JAROSLAV: Shut up.
JULIA: If

you kill the emperor that probably won’t
happen, so I’ll get sent away, and then you (holding
KREJCI’s shoulder) won’t be able to see me either.
So if you could maybe hold off on the murder plot
for a day or so, …

End of song
Underscore
Pause.
KREJCI: Fine,

I’ll kill him tomorrow.

JULIA: Thank

you, you’re a sweetie.

JULIA kisses KREJCI on

the cheek.

“I’m going to kill the emperor” underscore
KREJCI (to JAROSLAV): But I
JULIA: Now

will do it!

don’t you have some work to do?

KREJCI: Yes.

“Persuasion song” underscore
(Heads towards the back room –
“I’m going to kill the emperor” underscore
– but stops and looks distracted.)
JULIA: Krejci.
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KREJCI: Sorry.

“Persuasion song” underscore
KREJCI exits.
FELIX: What just happened?
JAROSLAV: Julia used
JULIA: I

her –

told you he’s a liability.

JAROSLAV: He’s

just had a bit to drink, / he’ll be –

JULIA: “A

bit to drink”? And that’s / what happens
when – ?

JAROSLAV: Yes.

He’ll be fine in a –

“The emperor” (cont.) (FELIX, JAROSLAV, JULIA)
FELIX: The emperor!
JAROSLAV: … Right.

… We’ve got an hour. Felix, I
lost my copy of the draft constitution at the protest,
but there should be another at the Golden Goose.
Go and get it.

FELIX: Righty-ho.
JAROSLAV: And Julia,

invite all our friends to the
wedding. I’ll stay behind and deal with Krejci.

JULIA: I

hope this all works out.

JAROSLAV: Trust me.

For decades to come people will
talk about the day we met the emperor!
JULIA kisses JAROSLAV …

JULIA: The emperor!
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… and exits out the front door.
FELIX: The emperor!
FELIX goes

to kiss JAROSLAV but JAROSLAV shakes
his hand instead.
JAROSLAV: The emperor.
FELIX exits

out of the inner door and JAROSLAV puts
his head in his hands, but FELIX pops his head back
in and JAROSLAV puts up a front.
FELIX, JAROSLAV: The emperor!
FELIX exits

through the front door and JAROSLAV
puts his head in his hands again.
End of song
JAROSLAV: Right.

(Opens the door to the back room.)

Krejci!
KREJCI appears

and JAROSLAV drags him over to the
closet and opens the curtain, revealing the dead
soldier.
1st

“Dead soldier” underscore
What the hell is this?
End of underscore
KREJCI: So

that’s where they put him.

JAROSLAV: “They”? Who’s
KREJCI: Some worker

“they”?

friends. I said they could hide

him in the shop.
JAROSLAV: Well who’s

he?
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KREJCI: A

minor casualty from the fighting.

JAROSLAV: A

“minor casualty”? He’s dead.

KREJCI: They

fired first, Mr. Kubín. He had it coming.

JAROSLAV: You

can’t hide a dead soldier in the shop!

KREJCI: Charity

begins at home.

JAROSLAV: That’s
KREJCI: I

not what that expression means.

could ask them to move him.

JAROSLAV: No, thank

you, I don’t think having a bunch
of murderous / factory workers –

KREJCI: They’re not murderous,

Mr. Kubín, they’re /

marginalized.
JAROSLAV: Sorry,

I don’t think having a bunch of
“marginalized” murderers around is a good idea
when the emperor’s coming.

“I’m going to kill the emperor” underscore
We need to get him out of here. I’ll lift the arms,
you get the legs.
JAROSLAV goes to pick up
KREJCI doesn’t move.

the dead soldier but

Krejci?
No response.
Stop thinking about it!
End of underscore
(Pause.) If you don’t help me I’ll report you to the
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police.
KREJCI: Why

would they arrest me? He’s in your shop.

Pause.
JAROSLAV: Dammit,

you’re right. Okay, look, … right.
Okay, it’s like this this: even if you do want to kill
the emperor –

“I’m going to kill the emperor” underscore
– you’re not going to be able to get – Krejci!
End of underscore
– you’re not going to be able to get near him if one
of his soldiers is dead in our closet. He’ll have an
entourage, they’ll probably inspect the shop before
he arrives. (Pointing towards the closet.) He could
be one of their comrades. So we need to get him out
of here, right? Yes? Agreed?
Pause.
KREJCI: All right.
JAROSLAV (to himself): For goodness’s sake. (To
KREJCI.) And not a word to the others or they’ll send

you straight to the police. Now, let’s take the body
into the back room and out the back door.
JAROSLAV and KREJCI pick up DEAD SOLDIER and

drag him out of the 1st closet, but the front door bell
rings.
Quick!
JAROSLAV pushes KREJCI into the 2nd
DEAD SOLDIER just as JULIA enters.
JULIA: I

closet with

invited a couple of friends, they’re going to tell
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the others.
JAROSLAV: Great.
JULIA: How’s

Krejci? Should I check on him?

JAROSLAV: He’s

fine, leave him.

JULIA: … Are you

all right?

JAROSLAV: … I’m just anxious

about the emperor
coming. … You should get a cake.

JULIA: A

cake?

JAROSLAV: Yes.
JULIA: Aren’t there more important things

we should

be doing?
JAROSLAV: I’m worried

that the emperor’s going to get
here and we won’t have any cake.

JULIA: You

don’t sound all right.

JAROSLAV: And

… I want our wedding to be special.

JULIA: It’s

going to be special, the emperor’s going to
be here.

JAROSLAV: And

we’re going to give him some cake!
(Starts pushing JULIA out of the door.) Come on,
Czech hospitality.

JULIA: Okay,

if it would help you relax.

JAROSLAV: It would.

Thank you.

JULIA exits and KREJCI comes
JULIA reappears.
JULIA (entering): I

out of the 2nd closet.

forgot something. Oh! Krejci.
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Where did you come from?
JAROSLAV, KREJCI: The back
JULIA is

room.

suspicious.

JAROSLAV: What did

you forget?

JULIA: I

was … I just wanted to say that, I’m really
proud of what you’re doing.

JAROSLAV: Thank

you.

JULIA: Now,

Krejci, you’re not going to do anything
silly, are you?

KREJCI: Everything’s

completely normal just like it

always is.
JULIA (to JAROSLAV,

under her breath): What is going

on?
JAROSLAV (also

under his breath, miming): We’ll talk
later. He’s crazy.

JULIA: Fine.

Bye. (Exits.)

JAROSLAV: Okay,

let’s go. We need to move him
before Felix gets back from the pub.
JAROSLAV and KREJCI are about to go and get DEAD
SOLDIER but the front door bell rings again –

Too late.
– and FELIX enters, empty-handed.
Where is it? I thought you were getting the
constitution.
FELIX: It’s

gone.
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JAROSLAV: What do
FELIX: It’s

you mean, “it’s gone”?

no longer there.

JAROSLAV: Well where is

it?

FELIX: Well,

apparently the workers were angry with
the Austrians after, you know, blam. And, er, …
they tore it up.

JAROSLAV: But I
FELIX: I

spent years drafting that.

know.

JAROSLAV: It was

a list of everything we wanted in a

Czech state.
FELIX: I

know.

JAROSLAV: I

was going to present it to the emperor in
(looking at the clock) one hour.

FELIX: Well I

know.

JAROSLAV: …

But you’ve got a copy, right?

FELIX: …

Well I had a copy, but you know what my
mother’s like about me and my political interests,
and she goes through / my papers, so …

JAROSLAV: Oh God.
FELIX: She threw

it away.

Pause.
JAROSLAV: Fine,

then I’ll just, I’ll just, I’ll just write a
new one! A new constitution. From scratch. In an
hour.

FELIX: It’s

not as bad as it sounds.
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JAROSLAV: How

is it not as bad as it sounds?

FELIX: Well,

Jaroslav, I’m … a lawyer. And, I mean,
you’re … a tailor, aren’t you? Which is great. You
make clothes. Without which, we’d all be naked.
But the thing with legal documents is, –

JAROSLAV: Felix,
FELIX: I

get to the point.

think I can write a better one.

JAROSLAV: …

Fine, go ahead.

FELIX: But with

you! You’re the one presenting to the
emperor. I can just help with the wording.

JAROSLAV: Suits

me great. I have a few things to do –
er, preparations – so I’ll dictate and you write.

FELIX: We’ll be a team.

Jaroslav and Felix! Like, …
Romulus and Remus.

JAROSLAV: Sit here.
FELIX: Or

maybe Anthony and Cleopatra.

JAROSLAV sits FELIX on

the chair stage right of the
desk and turns the writing pad and inkwell around.
You know, I really think this is … special. I mean, I
know you’re getting married today, but (gesturing
towards himself and JAROSLAV) this is a kind of
marriage, in a way, isn’t it?
JAROSLAV: Don’t look

up, just write.

FELIX: Sorry.
JAROSLAV: So,

Article One:

JAROSLAV gestures

out of the closet.

to KREJCI to get the dead soldier
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“Constitution song” (preprise) (JAROSLAV)
“Czechs
Shall join
KREJCI begins

to drag the dead soldier out of the

closet.
Across the –”
There’s a knock at the front door.
End of song
Bollocks.
KREJCI drags

the soldier back into the closet and

reemerges.
(Goes to see who it is.) Oh no, it’s Epstein, my
fabric supplier.
KREJCI: Epstein?
KREJCI runs

the desk.

FELIX: Isaac Epstein?

into the back room. FELIX hides behind

JAROSLAV: What the
FELIX: Shhh!

– ? Felix, what are you doing?

I’m not here.

JAROSLAV: Why

aren’t you here?

FELIX: I’m representing

Epstein’s opponent in a case. If
he doesn’t know I’m here I can eavesdrop.

JAROSLAV: But …

the emperor!

FELIX: If

Epstein sees me it’ll slow things down. And
besides, he’s scary.
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A second knock.
JAROSLAV: Fine.

(Goes to the front door.) Well I don’t
know what Krejci’s problem is.
JAROSLAV lets EPSTEIN in. ISAAC EPSTEIN is

middleaged, dressed in an expensive suit, and smoking a
cigar butt.
EPSTEIN: Took

your fucking time.

JAROSLAV: Epstein.
EPSTEIN: Were you
JAROSLAV: No,
EPSTEIN: So

hiding from me?

/ I was just –

you’re going to pay me for my materials,

then?
JAROSLAV: Well,

I–

EPSTEIN: You’re not going
JAROSLAV: I’ll pay

to pay me?

you this afternoon.

EPSTEIN: Afternoon’s

just a concept, boychick, I need

to be paid now.
JAROSLAV: Now

just isn’t a good time for me.

EPSTEIN: Now

is never a good time for you, you don’t
seem to like the present. But some of us have to live
in it!

JAROSLAV: If

you could just –

EPSTEIN: If

I could just what? Go fuck a pig? You
know it’s people like you who give Jews a bad
name?

JAROSLAV: What –

?
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EPSTEIN: No,

really. You know what I do for a living?

JAROSLAV: You

–

EPSTEIN: I

make fabric. But I spend most of my time
collecting money because shmendriks like you don’t
pay me!

JAROSLAV: I

know, I’m really sorry, / but –

EPSTEIN: And

then people say that Jews are moneyobsessed. Well you’d be pretty money-obsessed if
you had to eat your fist for dinner.

JAROSLAV: What?
EPSTEIN: You

think I don’t have needs? You think I
don’t exist? Am I even here? Are you talking to
yourself?

JAROSLAV: Epstein,

please –

EPSTEIN: “Epstein,

please, I’m just a tailor talking to
myself because I have no customers.”

JAROSLAV: I

do have customers.

EPSTEIN: Really? Where are they? Are they

hiding?

EPSTEIN looks

under the desk to illustrate and FELIX
has to shuffle out of the way so as to avoid being
seen.
JAROSLAV: Honestly,

there’s no-one under the desk.

EPSTEIN: What? You

know what it’s like dealing with

you?
JAROSLAV: No,
EPSTEIN: I

I–

give you an invoice. And then I wait, … and
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I wait, … and I wait, … and I / wait … –
JAROSLAV: Yes.

I’m in a / bit of a rush.

EPSTEIN: Shut up.

And I wait, … and I wait, … and I
wait, … And you know what happens?

JAROSLAV: What?
EPSTEIN: Nothing!

How do you think I pay my

workers?
JAROSLAV: I

didn’t know you did.

EPSTEIN gives JAROSLAV a

look as if to say, “Very

funny”.
EPSTEIN: Look,

I know you revolutionaries don’t like
my people, but if you don’t –

JAROSLAV: What? I

have nothing against “your
people”, I just / don’t have the money –

EPSTEIN: Hey

hey hey! It’s okay. We don’t like
ourselves either! Have you met my wife?
The joke falls flat. EPSTEIN shrugs.
Look, just settle up and I’ll be out of your way.

JAROSLAV: I’d

love to, / but –

EPSTEIN: Great!

Then let’s do it.

JAROSLAV: But I

don’t have the money. Okay? I don’t
have the money right now, but if you come back
this afternoon I’ll give it to you, I promise. (Pause.)
I respect you.
Pause.

EPSTEIN: Was

that a joke?
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JAROSLAV (to

himself): Oh no.

EPSTEIN: Was

it? Is that what that was? A joke? Were
you joking with me? Should I be laughing? I’m
sorry, was I being rude? Were you being funny? I
can never tell with Gentiles. Let me tell you a story,
/ boychick –

JAROSLAV: Not now!
EPSTEIN: You

want me to involve the authorities?

JAROSLAV looks

at the 2nd closet …

“Dead soldier” underscore
… and then sits down on the chair stage left of the
desk. FELIX should be visible between him and the
desk.
End of underscore
I didn’t think so, I pay them enough. So, I’m going
to tell you a little story and you’re not going to
interrupt. (Sits.)
“Give me the dough!” (EPSTEIN, JAROSLAV) (to be
rewritten)
Four years ago, some of my workers
Smashed my machines out of the blue.
Do you know why?
…
You may reply.
JAROSLAV:

Didn’t they do what they did because you cut their
wages in two?
EPSTEIN:

‘Cause I’m a Jew.
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With no machines I had no business,
So I replaced all the machines.
I borrowed some dosh
From somebody posh,
Someone with means.
JAROSLAV:

Some kind of toff who was fairly well-off and
could cough up the cash?
EPSTEIN:

Which I now owe,
So give me the dough!
End of underscore
JAROSLAV (standing): I

told you, I’ll / have it –

EPSTEIN: I’m not finished.

“Give me the dough!” underscore
JAROSLAV: But I

have –

EPSTEIN: Please,

complaining is one of my few

pleasures.

“Give me the dough!” (cont.) (EPSTEIN, JAROSLAV)
This year, the French were revolting,
My staff demanded more pay.
So now my loan is defaulting,
Hence, quit being funny and give me my money
today.
JAROSLAV:

Three hours more.
EPSTEIN:

Why do you suit-makers always delay?
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JAROSLAV:

Come back at four.

EPSTEIN:

Give me the loot, I’ll be out of your way.
JAROSLAV (thinking):

Yes! I can give you the loot if I just sell a suit –
EPSTEIN:

By midday.
JAROSLAV:

… Maybe, okay.
EPSTEIN:

“Maybe”?! Oy vey.

You don’t understand, boychick, this posh toff’s
hired a legal monkey to crush my balls in my
wallet.
FELIX is

visibly offended.

If I delay any longer I’ll be a castrato.
JAROSLAV: But I

–

EPSTEIN: But nothing!

One week ago, someone said “protest!”,
Now all my staff do what they like.
They want a deal,
I say “get real”,
They go on strike.
Then the buffoons go and publish cartoons saying
“down with the Kike”.
That’s not enough, they demand bloodshed!
These thugs want to go on a crusade.
They attack Jewish shops
But we don’t call the cops,
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‘Cause we’re afraid.
That’s how we’re made.
Scared of a coup,
Scared of a raid,
Scared that we don’t make the grade,
Scared we’ll be flayed if we do.
Scared that you’ll sue,
Scared you’ll invade,
Scared all the lies that you made up are true.
Scared that we’re devious like we’re portrayed,
Scared that we actually don’t have a clue,
Scared the authorities must be obeyed,
Scared the messiah is long overdue.
Scared of him, too.
Scared that we’ll trade but we’ll never get paid by
schmucks like you.
So less of the (makes “talking” hand gesture),
More of the (rubs his thumb and forefinger together
to indicate “money”)!
End of song
JAROSLAV: Okay,

look, I wasn’t planning on telling
you this, but …

“The emperor” (reprise) (JAROSLAV)
the emperor’s coming to visit. Me. The actual …
the emperor’s coming to see me. Personally. At
noon, today. I’m going to present him with the
constitution I drafted for an independent Czech
state. And that’s why you have to leave me alone.
End of song
Pause.
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EPSTEIN: Of

all the lies you have ever told me –

JAROSLAV: No

…!

EPSTEIN: –

that one is the very worst. (Stands up and
starts to leave.)

JAROSLAV: Wait,

stop! Where are you going?

EPSTEIN (turning

around): Where do you think I’m

going?

The front door bell rings. JULIA enters carrying a
giant white cake.
You obviously don’t take me seriously so I’m
getting the police right away!
JAROSLAV: But it’s
EPSTEIN: Right,

actually true!

and my sister’s a virgin.

JAROSLAV: But he really

is coming!

EPSTEIN: Yes,

yes, and my sister hasn’t sucked off
every doctor in town. (Noticing JULIA.) Oh, hello
Miss Julia.

JULIA (to JAROSLAV): What’s

going on?

JAROSLAV: Nothing.
JULIA: It doesn’t sound like nothing.
JAROSLAV: Epstein’s
JULIA: Why

just having a little family dispute.

did he mention the police?

JAROSLAV: He wants
EPSTEIN: It’s

them to control his sister.

no good talking about me in Czech, I
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know what you’re saying: “That dirty Jew, extorting
us so he can buy his wife a new head.”
JULIA: I’m sorry,

Mr. Epstein? Please could you tell me
what the problem is?

EPSTEIN: Your

boyfriend hasn’t paid me for any of my
materials for six months. That’s two hundred zlaty.

JULIA (to JAROSLAV): Two

hundred zlaty! How did that

happen?
JAROSLAV: Business

has been slow. I’ve been busy
with political meetings.
EPSTEIN heads

JULIA: Why

towards the door.

didn’t you tell me?

JAROSLAV: I didn’t want to worry you. (Notices that
EPSTEIN’s about to leave and runs to hold him

back.) Wait! Julia, tell Epstein about the emperor
comign to visit me.

EPSTEIN: Don’t drag
JAROSLAV: Epstein
JULIA is

her into this.

doesn’t believe me.

hesitant.

If you don’t tell him the truth he’s going to call the
police and the meeting will be off. (Nods at JULIA in
encouragement.)
Pause.
“Persuasion song” (reprise) (JULIA)
JULIA: Mr.

Epstein, I’m terribly sorry, but, it is true:
Jaroslav gave a speech at the protest this morning
and … the emperor’s coming to see him, at noon
today. And he’s going to marry us, that’s why I
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have the cake. Please don’t call the police.
End of song
EPSTEIN: Miss

Julia, you are a very sweet girl, and if I
could swap you for my daughter I would. But you
shouldn’t be covering up for your boyfriend’s lies,
and –

JULIA: But I’m not!
EPSTEIN: Uh, uh! Just for you – (to JAROSLAV) not for
you – (to JULIA) for you I will extend the deadline to

noon.
JULIA: But the emperor

really is coming!

EPSTEIN: Of

course he is, dear. And so is the big fluffy
bunny in the sky. Now it’s noon or the police and
that’s my final offer.

JULIA (to JAROSLAV): Can

you get the money by noon?

JAROSLAV: I

have a customer coming at eleven twenty
– (looking at the clock) oh that’s now! – (to
EPSTEIN) I’ll make sure he makes a big order and
I’ll give you your money then, okay?

EPSTEIN: You’d

better, boychick, because if you don’t,
not only will I call the police, I will personally grab
your cock and put it through one of my cottonprinting machines.

JULIA: Don’t worry

Mr. Epstein, if Jaroslav doesn’t pay
up I’ll do that myself.

EPSTEIN (to JAROSLAV): She’s

too good for you.

There’s a knock at the front door. EPSTEIN is about
to leave but sees who’s outside.
Shit! Is that your customer? Baron Römerstadt?
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JULIA: Baron

Römerstadt?

EPSTEIN: I’ve got to

hide. That’s that posh toff I
mentioned, the one I owe the money to.

JAROSLAV: You

can hide in the back room.

FELIX mimes

“Nooo!” and hits JAROSLAV’s leg,
unseen by the others.
No! I mean hide in the closet. (Gesturing towards
the back room.) My assistant’s having a bit of an
episode in there.

EPSTEIN: Great,

I can eavesdrop on the carrot.

JAROSLAV ushers EPSTEIN into
JULIA: I’ll go

the 3rd closet.

and talk to Krejci.

JULIA heads

towards the back room but JAROSLAV
blocks her path.

JAROSLAV: Nooooo,
JULIA: What’s
JAROSLAV: I

don’t talk to Krejci.

going on with Krejci?

told you, I’ll tell you later.

JULIA: But I’ve got to

hide as well.

JAROSLAV: What? Why

do you have to hide?

There’s a second knock at the door.
JULIA: I’ll tell you

later.

towards the 2nd closet but JAROSLAV
blocks her path again.

JULIA heads

JAROSLAV: No!

That’s one’s full of clothes. (Opens the
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curtain of the 1st closet.) Hide in here.
JULIA: I

thought this was the one was full of clothes?

JAROSLAV: I

moved him. Them.

JAROSLAV pushes JULIA into

the 1st closet and takes

a deep breath.
(To himself, silently, gesturing.) Just get the money,
pay off Epstein, get rid of the body, meet the
emperor, and marry Julia.
He opens the door to RÖMERSTADT. BARON
RÖMERSTADT is in his early twenties and dressed in
an elaborate, slightly effeminate, outfit, with a white
carnation in his buttonhole.
I’m so sorry for the wait.
RÖMERSTADT: That’s

quite all right, I was looking at
the clouds. They make such fascinating shapes, it’s
like watching a fire.
JAROSLAV is

lost for words.

The great landscape painters can make one see
nature so differently. I mean, have you ever really
looked at a sheep?
JAROSLAV: Yes.

No. I don’t know. Come in?

RÖMERSTADT: I

suppose you heard about the old
protest this morning?

JAROSLAV: Heard,

yes. Of course I didn’t go.

RÖMERSTADT: Why

“of course”? I thought it was
rather moving, all those peasants standing up to the
monarchy. I’m not ashamed to say I wept.

JAROSLAV: You’re not a monarchist?
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RÖMERSTADT: No,

not a fan of the Hapsburgs, myself.
Parades, palaces, empires … they’re so middle
class. I like to call them the “Haps-Nots”.
The joke falls flat. JAROSLAV laughs
unconvincingly.
No, I may be a German-Czech but I still fly the
Bohemian colours at home: “White, the snow on an
infant’s grave, / Red, the blood on a badger’s face.”
… You’re a Czech speaker yourself, I presume?

JAROSLAV: Yes.
RÖMERSTADT (thick Austrian

your meat.”

JAROSLAV is

accent): “I am pressuring

confused but smiles politely.

“I am pleasuring your meat?”
JAROSLAV: Oh! (Shaking

his hand.) “It’s a pleasure to

meet you.”
RÖMERSTADT (still shaking): Ah, “I’m a pleasure

tomato”.

JAROSLAV: Very

good.

RÖMERSTADT: Thank
JAROSLAV: I

you. I learned Czech from books.

never would have guessed.

“Mistranslation song” underscore
RÖMERSTADT: Truth

be told, there’s a Czech girl I’ve
fallen hopelessly, madly, suicidally in love with,
and I want to invite her to the next Czech ball. I’m
going to ask her to marry me and if she says “no”
I’m going to blow my brains out on the dance floor.
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End of underscore
JAROSLAV: You’d

better make sure she understands the

question.
RÖMERSTADT (not listening): That’s

actually why I’m
here: I need a suit for the occasion so that people
won’t forget me. Have you read The Sorrows of
Young Werther?
JAROSLAV looks

blank.

Goethe. In it, the hero wears a blue suit when he
shoots himself using his lover’s husband’s pistols,
and then dies in agony over the course of many
hours while her family watches in horror.
JAROSLAV: …

You want a blue suit?

RÖMERSTADT: Yes.
JAROSLAV: I

can do that for you. Let me take your
measurements.

RÖMERSTADT: Thank

you. I’ll be the toast of the ball!

JAROSLAV takes out a tape measure from his pocket
but RÖMERSTADT notices JULIA’s dress on the desk.

Bend a fork, that’s … that’s her dress.
JAROSLAV: I’m sorry?
RÖMERSTADT: That dress.

That’s the dress she wears at

work.
JAROSLAV: It must be a common

design. It was left by
a girl who (pointing towards the bakery) works
down the … (Looks at the 1st closet. Twigs why
JULIA hid.)

RÖMERSTADT: At the bakery!

Miss Julia! You know
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her?
JULIA leans

out from behind the curtain to gesture,
“No! No! No!”, unseen by RÖMERSTADT.
JAROSLAV: Yes.
JULIA gestures,

“Nooooo!”.

RÖMERSTADT: Every

day I go to the bakery to see her,
only I don’t even eat the bread, I just use it to mop
up my salty tears. My dogs have become sick with
brioche. … But what’s her dress doing in a, a man’s
shop?

JAROSLAV: It …

got torn, baking, so we repaired it for
her. As a favour.

RÖMERSTADT: Right,

as a “favour”, in the hope that
she’ll do you a “favour”.

JAROSLAV: Oh,

no, I don’t think of her / like that!

RÖMERSTADT: You

disgusting trouser-maker.

JAROSLAV: Honestly,

I just want to help her. I’m not in
the slightest bit interested in her.
JULIA gestures

towards her ring finger.

RÖMERSTADT: Don’t be ridiculous.

What kind of man
could resist her charms? These society ladies, their
hair is beautifully coiffeured but their hearts are full
of spleen. But Miss Julia, she is honesty itself. She
is a dove in field full of hedgehogs. What kind of
man could not see that? What kind of man could not
fall in love with her? What kind of … man … ? Oh
my goodness.

JAROSLAV: What?
RÖMERSTADT: Tailoring,

I should have guessed.
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JAROSLAV: ?
RÖMERSTADT: Pin

cushions. Sewing. Don’t worry, your
secret’s safe with me. No-one’s listening, are they?

JAROSLAV: Um …
RÖMERSTADT: I

understand you. You understand? I
understand you. My father was a … My father used
to visit the secret garden. Forced into marriage, the
poor rich bastard. All the money in the world and it
won’t buy you acceptance. And you’re the same. I
can help you. We can help each other. If you
persuade Miss Julia to come to the ball with me I’ll
help you find a companion in your loneliness. For
instance, my chef, André – it’s a rough trade, but,
perhaps you could pleasure each other. I could –

JAROSLAV: You

could … help me by paying in

advance.
RÖMERSTADT: Of

course. Bills to pay. “Rent”. Sorry, if

I–
JAROSLAV: And … I’ll persuade Julia to

ball with you.

JULIA mimes “No
RÖMERSTADT: You

come to the

you won’t”.

dear man. Thank you. Thank you.

RÖMERSTADT fishes

around in his jacket for
something, facing downstage. JULIA gestures “What
are you doing?!”, to JAROSLAV, and JAROSLAV
gestures “I’ve got to pay back Epstein!” in
response, pointing to the 3rd closet.
(Pulling out a folded sheet of paper.) Would you
mind terribly if I recited a poem I wrote for her?
JULIA gestures,

“Oh no!”.
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I have few friends, and, you seem like you’d be into
poetry.
JAROSLAV: Is

the poem in Czech?

RÖMERSTADT: Czech

poetry? (Laughs.) No, it’s in

German.
JAROSLAV: Of

course. Please.

“Oh rose, oh rose” (RÖMERSTADT)
JAROSLAV pulls

out a tape measure and short pencil
from his right-hand trouser pocket, and a small
notepad from his left. RÖMERSTADT unfolds the
piece of paper and clears his throat, facing
downstage. JAROSLAV loops the tape measure over
RÖMERSTADT’s neck, in preparation for a
measurement.
RÖMERSTADT:

I plucked a –
JAROSLAV tightens the tape measure around
RÖMERSTADT’s neck so that he chokes.

End of song
JAROSLAV: I’m so

sorry. Please start again.

“Oh rose, oh rose” (cont.) (RÖMERSTADT)
JAROSLAV writes

down the measurement on his
notepad. Throughout the song he continues to take
RÖMERSTADT’s measurements, starting with his
shoulders and working his way down.
RÖMERSTADT:

I plucked a rose for a maiden,
‘Twas white like her cheek, I said.
But when I gave her the flower
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She blushed and her cheek turned red.
JULIA makes vomiting gestures and starts arguing
with JAROSLAV through the medium of mime, while

holding the cake with one hand.
I pricked with its thorn my finger
And bled on it through the night,
But when I gave her the bloodied flower …
The shock made her cheek turn white.
JULIA starts

hitting JAROSLAV and he tries to stop
her, silently.
Oh rose, oh rose of sorrow,
I once was bright and gay.
I gave you to my maiden fair
But you made her go away.
JAROSLAV turns RÖMERSTADT to face upstage,
that JULIA has to hide in the closet again.

so

I dug a hole in my garden,
‘Twas under a linden tree.
JAROSLAV lifts RÖMERSTADT’s

arms on the word
“tree” so that he can take his chest measurement.
But when I buried the flower
It grew to be six foot three.
Cigar smoke has started to emanate from the 3rd
closet.
It killed with its thorns the branches
The birds went to other trees.
JAROSLAV notices the smoke and turns
RÖMERSTADT to face downstage again so that he
doesn’t see it. JAROSLAV tries to fan the smoke away

using the notebook.
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Now where I used to enjoy their birdsong,
I used to enjoy their birdsong …
Instead I get stung by bees.
JULIA re-emerges to argue with JAROSLAV again.
JAROSLAV shows her the smoke but she mimes, “I

don’t care!”.

Oh rose, oh rose of sorrow,
Why do this thing to me?
I gave you to my maiden fair
Then you went and killed my tree.
JULIA thrusts

the cake into JAROSLAV’s hands and
disappears into the closet again. JAROSLAV looks
around for somewhere to put the cake down but
can’t find anywhere that isn’t in RÖMERSTADT’s
eyeline, and so continues to take his measurements
using one hand and his teeth, holding the cake in
his other hand.
I brought my love to my garden
To show her the harm she’d done.
But when she saw all the flowers
Sweet answer she gave me none.
She said cruel things and left me,
Not once to return again.
Now I just pray for my death to follow,
I pray for my death to follow,
I pray for my death to follow …
JULIA and EPSTEIN poke their

heads out of their
closets in expectation of the final line, and FELIX
peers through the gap in the desk.
And sit by my tree till then.
JULIA, EPSTEIN and FELIX return to their positions.
FELIX’s hand appears over the desk and starts

pulling a piece of paper off it, but unfortunately it’s
going to bring the inkwell with it. JAROSLAV is too
busy fanning the smoke to notice.
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Oh rose, oh rose of sorrow,
What did I do to you?
You killed my love and then my tree
Oh rose, won’t you kill me too?
RÖMERSTADT is clearly uncomfortable with
JAROSLAV measuring his inside leg.

Oh rose, oh rose, oh rose, oh rose,
JAROSLAV notices

the inkwell moving across the
desk and holds the piece of paper in place with his
left toe. He’s now holding the cake in his right hand
and taking the last of RÖMERSTADT’s measurements
with his left, while continuing to fan the smoke.
Oh rose, oh rose, oh rose, oh rose,
Oh rose, oh rose, oh rose, oh rose,
Oh rose, won’t you kill me too?
Won’t you kill me too?
JAROSLAV finishes

taking RÖMERSTADT’s
measurements, takes the inkwell off the piece of
paper with his left hand just before FELIX pulls it off
the desk, opens the curtain of the 3rd closet, and
gestures for EPSTEIN to put the cigar out. EPSTEIN
mouths “No!” and JAROSLAV hands him the cake,
closing the curtain on him just in time before
RÖMERSTADT turns around.
End of song
What do you think?
JAROSLAV: Um,

(looking at his notebook) the
shoulder’s a bit narrow, but –

RÖMERSTADT: About the poem.

think Julia will be … (towards the 2nd
closet) touched.

JAROSLAV: Oh, I
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JULIA puts

her hand on one of her breasts and
mimes, “Touched?”.
RÖMERSTADT: Oh,

thank you! (Folds the poem and
puts it on the desk.)

JAROSLAV: Let me just call my

assistant.

RÖMERSTADT: Wait!

Before you do, I must explain
something. You see, … the Römerstadt family
fortune has dwindled somewhat over the
generations. My father had a lot of money stolen by
an able seaman. And, I did a silly thing, and … I
lent some money to a Jew. Ironic, I know. I thought
if I invested what little I had left it would earn me
some income, but, it’s just turned out to be a, a
poisoned soufflé. That’s neither here nor there, but,
I just want you to know that, I’m spending my last
few zlaty on this ball.

JAROSLAV: Don’t worry,
RÖMERSTADT: Thank

your money’s safe with me.

you. Thank you.

JAROSLAV: My

assistant. (Opens the door to the back
room.) Krejci? (To RÖMERSTADT.) I’m afraid he
doesn’t speak German.

RÖMERSTADT: You
JAROSLAV: Oh

forget I speak Czech!

yes, of course.

KREJCI appears, and is confused by the sight of
FELIX crouching behind the desk. JAROSLAV nudges
him and points at RÖMERSTADT.
RÖMERSTADT (to KREJCI): “I

am pleasuring … I am
pressuring … I’m pre- … I’m pre- … (Clears his
throat. Confidently.) Emperor to meet you.”

“I’m going to kill the emperor” underscore
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Oh wait, I got that wrong. “I’m a pleasure tomato.”
KREJCI (pulling

a pair of scissors out of his breast
pocket): You’re a dead man.

JAROSLAV: Krejci,
KREJCI: You

it’s not him!

would say that.

RÖMERSTADT: Sorry,
JAROSLAV: Er,

didn’t catch.

he said he’s also a pleasure tomato.

RÖMERSTADT: Beg

pard’?

to the 1st closet for JULIA to help
but he can’t expose her, so instead points at the 3rd
one.
JAROSLAV looks

JAROSLAV: Oh

my God my closet’s on fire.

RÖMERSTADT (seeing

the smoke): Goodness!

JAROSLAV: You’ll have to

wait outside while I put it

out.
JAROSLAV pushes RÖMERSTADT out of the shop.
KREJCI follows him but JAROSLAV holds KREJCI

back.
RÖMERSTADT: But I
JAROSLAV: Thanks

could stay / and –

so much.

JAROSLAV closes the door, making sure KREJCI is
the inside, and JULIA comes out of the 1st closet.

on

“Persuasion song” underscore
JULIA: Krejci,

what did we say about emperor-killing?
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KREJCI: I’m sorry,
JAROSLAV: Go

Miss Julia!

and fetch some water.

KREJCI nods

and runs into the back room.

End of underscore
JULIA: I

am not going to the ball / with that –

JAROSLAV: Hold

on.

JAROSLAV opens the curtain of the 3rd closet,
revealing EPSTEIN holding the cake.
EPSTEIN: My

money.

JAROSLAV takes

his cigar, –

JAROSLAV: Give me that.

– and closes the curtain on him again. KREJCI
reappears from the back room carrying a bucket of
water. JAROSLAV grabs the bucket off KREJCI,
extinguishes the cigar in it, throws the water in
KREJCI’s face, –
Snap out of it!
– and hands him back the bucket. KREJCI exits into
the back room to dry off.
JULIA: Jaroslav,

I am not going to the ball / with that –

JAROSLAV: You

don’t have to go to the ball with
Römerstadt, I just need to promise him that you
will. Please, play along for five minutes.

JULIA: But this

is our wedding day!

JAROSLAV: Well it won’t be if

I go to jail.
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JAROSLAV opens

the front door and JULIA goes back
into the 1st closet.
JAROSLAV: Any

interesting clouds?

RÖMERSTADT (entering): How’s
JAROSLAV: I

the blaze?

put it out.

RÖMERSTADT (disappointed): Oh.
JAROSLAV: Oh, I should

have let you watch it!
Someone left a lit cigar in there.

RÖMERSTADT: How

Hungarian.

JAROSLAV: Quite.
JAROSLAV hits the curtain of the 3rd closet,
by RÖMERSTADT. EPSTEIN kicks back.

unseen

RÖMERSTADT: I

was thinking, could you do me am
enormous fave? Could you let me return that dress
to Miss Julia at the bakery? I think she’d be touched
by a member of the aristocracy performing such a
menial task.

JAROSLAV (looking

at the clock): Er, I’m afraid we
have a policy of patrons paying in advance.

RÖMERSTADT: Also, I

don’t have any cash on me so
need to pop by the old bank.
JAROSLAV hands RÖMERSTADT the dress.

JAROSLAV: Of

course.

RÖMERSTADT: You’re an

egg. I’ll be back (pronounced
as one word) ASAP. (Exits.)
EPSTEIN and JULIA come out of their closets.
EPSTEIN is lighting yet another cigar.
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JULIA: And

now you’ve given him my dress!

JAROSLAV (to EPSTEIN): Where’s
EPSTEIN: I

the cake?

put it on the chair.

JAROSLAV: You

almost ruined the whole plan!

EPSTEIN: Hey,

I’m not the one who sent him off to
bang my girlfriend who’s actually in my closet. (To
JULIA.) Sorry.

JULIA: It’s

okay.

JAROSLAV: I’ll have your
EPSTEIN: By

money soon.

selling him one suit? How’s that going to

cover it?
JAROSLAV: Just trust me.
EPSTEIN: You’d

better deliver, boychick. Last time I
trusted a Gentile my dog died. (Exits onto the street,
after checking the coast is clear.)

JULIA: Jaroslav,

I am not –

FELIX emerges

from behind the desk. JULIA shrieks.

Felix! I didn’t know you were hiding from the
Baron as well.
FELIX: I

wasn’t, I was hiding from Epstein. I’m
prosecuting him in court, on behalf of the Baron.

JULIA (to JAROSLAV): You

do pick them.

JAROSLAV: Hold

on a second, Epstein’s threatening me,
because Römerstadt’s suing him, who hired (to
FELIX) you. Can’t you just call the case off?
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FELIX: Let a Jew

get off scot free? That didn’t even
work for Jesus.

JULIA: Well can

you get more money out of
Römerstadt, then? Inflated fees?

FELIX: Of

course! But not in cash, by noon – I’m not a

judge.
JAROSLAV: We need

a way of getting more money off
Römerstadt before Epstein returns.

FELIX: Sell him another
JAROSLAV: I

suit?

can’t sell him two suits for the same ball.

JAROSLAV thinks,

and then looks at JULIA’s dress.

JULIA: No.
JAROSLAV: Come on.
JULIA: No!
JAROSLAV: But you’re going

to be the last thing he’ll
see before he blows his brains out. Of course he’ll
want you to look good.

JULIA: You

are not getting brains on my wedding

dress!
JAROSLAV: I’m not going

to get brains on your
wedding dress. I’m going to promise him the dress
and then never deliver it. But I need to show the
dress to the idiot first.

JULIA: Look,

this is your problem. You got into debt,
you never told me about it, so you get out of it. I’m
not going anywhere near that deranged stick insect
to help you.

“Persuasion song” (reprise) (JAROSLAV)
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JAROSLAV: You

know what? You’re right. It is my
problem and I’m not going to ask you to go
anywhere near Römerstadt to help me. But you
could help me if you just let me borrow your dress
for ten minutes, that’s all. I promise the Baron
won’t even touch it.

End of song
JULIA: And then

what would I wear? He’s already got
my other dress.
JAROSLAV looks

at the shop window.

No. Jaroslav!
JAROSLAV: It’s

for ten minutes.

JULIA: I

am not getting wrapped up in your stupid
plans.

JAROSLAV (running

and taking a jacket off one of the
dummies): It’s not a stupid plan, it’s a quality suit.

FELIX: Ooh,
JULIA: This

what fun!

is not happening!

JAROSLAV holds

the jacket out for JULIA. She

doesn’t move.
JAROSLAV: Come on,

it’s so we can get married.

Pause.
JULIA (taking

the jacket): To an idiot.

JAROSLAV: Thank

you.

JAROSLAV kisses her and ushers her into the 1st
closet. He and FELIX strip the dummy and pass
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JULIA its

shoes, trousers, tie, shirt and top hat, one
at a time, through the curtain.
“Oh Mr. Baron” underscore
JULIA: This

is going to look stupid.

JAROSLAV: You’ll look
JULIA: I

great.

can’t go out dressed as a man.

JAROSLAV: Why

not? I do it all the time.

No response.
That was a joke.
No response.
Look, if it would make you feel better I’ll dress up
as a woman sometime.
JULIA: It would

make me feel better if you stopped

talking.
JAROSLAV: I

was just offering.

Pause.
JULIA: If

my boss sees me I’ll get fired.

JAROSLAV: Don’t worry,

if you get fired I’ll look after

you.
JULIA: But you

don’t have any money.

Silence.
JAROSLAV: Are you

nearly done?

JULIA steps

out of the closet wearing the suit,
carrying her dress. FELIX finds the sight confusing.
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End of underscore
You see? You look fantastic!
JULIA: I

look like Felix’s mum.

JAROSLAV: I’ll pin

it in.

JAROSLAV pulls

pins out of his jacket and uses them
to shorten the legs and tighten the dummy’s jacket
at the back.
So, Römerstadt’s going to leave your dress at the
bakery. When you get there just grab it and leave.
I’ll take his cash and use it to pay off Epstein, and
then we can present to the emperor. Okay?
JULIA: I

trust you, Járo.

JULIA hands JAROSLAV the dress.
JAROSLAV: Thank

you.

JAROSLAV kisses JULIA and

she traipses out of the

shop.
Right. Felix, the constitution.
FELIX is

still discombobulated.

“Oh Mr. Baron” underscore
Felix?
He snaps out of it.
End of underscore
FELIX: Sorry.
FELIX sits

stage right of the desk again. JAROSLAV
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goes to open the back door.
So, Article One: –
JAROSLAV: Hold

on, one moment, I need to discuss
something with Krejci. Write a … title page or
something.

FELIX: Very

well.

JAROSLAV (opening
KREJCI (entering,

the back door): Krejci?

and looking around): Where is he?

JAROSLAV: That wasn’t him,
KREJCI: But he said
JAROSLAV: Yes,

that was a client.

he was the emperor.

and then he said he was a tomato. He’s

insane.
KREJCI: You

let him go!

JAROSLAV: The emperor’s

coming later.

“I’m going to kill the emperor” underscore
(Hits KREJCI.) Stop it! Think of the … (Points
towards the 2nd closet.)
“Dead soldier” underscore
End of underscore
Look, we don’t have time to – Wait a sec. (To
FELIX.) Felix, you can’t understand us if we talk in
Czech, can you?
No response.
You fat idiot?
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Still no response.
No. Good.
KREJCI (to FELIX): Wanker.
JAROSLAV: Krejci,

we don’t have time to get the dead
soldier off the premises, so I think we should dress
him up in civilian clothes. That way if he is found
he’s less incriminating. Agreed?
KREJCI nods.

Good. (To FELIX.) Um, Felix, we’re just going to
move some dummies around to make the shop more
presentable. Don’t mind us.
FELIX: I

finished the title page. I put our names in a sort
of plaque.

JAROSLAV: That’s

great, just, er, keep on writing.

“Constitution song” (JAROSLAV, FELIX) (to be
rewritten)
JAROSLAV and KREJCI start undressing

the dummy
and dressing up the dead soldier. Periodically
FELIX looks up and JAROSLAV and KREJCI freeze in
position, holding the dead soldier in place like a
dummy.
“Czechs
Shall join
Across the land
To form one country.”
FELIX: Hmmm.

“The land”. Sounds like a fairy tale.
Let’s be a little more specific:
(To a completely different tune.)
“Bohemia, Moravia, and Czech parts of Silesia.”
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JAROSLAV: Okay,

“Czechs
Shall join
Across Bohemia, Moravia, and Czech parts of
Silesia
To form one country.”
FELIX: And

the problem isn’t that we’re not one
country, but that we’re currently part of a bunch of
countries. I think the word you want is
“independent”:
“Bohemia, Moravia, and Czech Silesia
Will gain their independence as a democratic
nation.”

JAROSLAV: Fine.

“Then
All Czechs
Shall have a vote
In free elections.”
FELIX: “All” Czechs?
JAROSLAV: Yes.
FELIX: Criminals?

Women? / Children?

JAROSLAV: Well maybe some criminals,

yes.

FELIX: I’m just trying

to – Dogs? I’m just trying to help
you here. We’re writing a legal document, not a
nursery rhyme. How about:
“All free, sane adult men will have a vote in free
elections.”

JAROSLAV: Okay.

“The serfs shall gain their freedom”
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FELIX: From their

landlords? Yeees, the landlords will
need to be compensated, we don’t want a revolution
on our hands.

JAROSLAV: We do

want a revolution.

FELIX: Yes,

but not from people with money, they
could actually do something.
“Serfs’ emancipation must cause landlords’
compensation.”

JAROSLAV:

“And workers shall have rights.”
FELIX: But workers

do have rights.

JAROSLAV: Hardly.

There are children employed in

factories.
FELIX: Not under

the age of fourteen, legally, and not
for more than twelve hours a day.

JAROSLAV: What?
FELIX: I’m just making

the point that rights do exist, if
children would only use them. I think what you
mean is something like:
“Workers’ work conditions need sufficient
regulation.”

JAROSLAV: Okay.

“All
Shall be raised up
To greater heights.”
FELIX: Yes,

well that doesn’t really mean anything,
does it? Next!
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JAROSLAV:

“Czech
Shall be
The common tongue
Of schools and law courts.”

FELIX: “Law

courts”?

JAROSLAV: Yes.
FELIX: You

mean you want lawyers to speak Czech?

JAROSLAV: Do

you have a problem with that?

FELIX: Well how

much Czech does a lawyer need? “I’ll
try”, “I’m sorry”, “The execution is on Monday”. I
jest, of course, but really: you can’t just change the
legal system overnight, the whole country would be
in shambles! How about:
“Czech shall be transitioned into formal education
(with a further stipulation that some brief
consideration should be given to the notion that
the language shall be optional in court).”

JAROSLAV: That’s
FELIX: Sorry,

a little weak.

I’ve written it now.

JAROSLAV:

“Courts
Shall rule
With public trials –“
FELIX: What?
JAROSLAV:

“ – And public juries.”
FELIX: “Public juries”? Dear

God, Jaroslav, have you
met the public? I mean, they’re all right when
they’re fixing the sink but you don’t want them
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deciding court cases, there’d be no end to the
hanging.
JAROSLAV: But the courts
FELIX: Oh,

need more transparency.

well that’s different:

[“There shall be a review of the legal process.”]
JAROSLAV: That’s

not the same thing.

FELIX: Apples,

oranges, … they’re all fruit. Come on,
we’re running out of time. What else?

JAROSLAV:

All will be free to protest
But they won’t need to.
Oppression will be past
And we’ll be free –
FELIX: Yes,

we get it. I think that can all be
summarized with:
[“There shall be freedom of expression.”]
Is that everything?
JAROSLAV is

too busy dressing the dead soldier to

respond.
Let’s recap:
“Bohemia, Moravia, and Czech parts of Silesia
Will gain their independence as a democratic state.
All free, sane adult men shall have a vote in free
elections,
And serfs’ emancipation shall cause landlords’
compensation.
Workers’ work conditions need sufficient
regulation,
And Czech shall be transitioned into formal
education (with a further stipulation that some
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brief consideration should be given to the
notion that the language shall be optional in
court).
[There shall be a review of the legal process.
There shall be freedom of expression.”]
JAROSLAV:

It’ll have to do.
End of song
JAROSLAV and KREJCI have finished

dressing the
dead soldier. The front door bell rings.
It’s Epstein!
FELIX hides

behind the desk and KREJCI drags the
dead soldier into the 3rd closet. EPSTEIN storms into
the shop.
EPSTEIN: You

lying piece of shit! I’ve just heard the
emperor’s coming.

JAROSLAV: What? I,

I told you that, but you didn’t

believe me.
EPSTEIN: Right,

because you’re a lying piece of shit.
Everything that’s ever come out of your goddam
mouth is a goddam lie, so the one time you actually
say something that’s actually true I don’t fucking
believe you. Fuck you!

JAROSLAV: I

have never lied to you!

EPSTEIN: Oh

no? What about the time you told me not
to bother you because it was your mother’s
birthday, and then it turned out she was dead?

JAROSLAV: It still could
EPSTEIN: Was

have been her birthday.

it?
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JAROSLAV: …

No.

EPSTEIN: Or

the time you said you had a big order and
so bought a load of my fabric on credit, only to sell
it to another tailor so you could pay off the bank?

JAROSLAV: At least you

got a sale.

EPSTEIN: You

never paid me! You couldn’t sell a suit
to a scarecrow.

JAROSLAV: Scarecrows

don’t have any money.

EPSTEIN: God

help the Czech people if you’re their
representative. They’ve as much chance of getting
their own state as they have of getting a fucking
navy.

JAROSLAV: Just give me a chance.
EPSTEIN: No!

I know how this will play out: one
moment you’re hobnobbing with the emperor
“petitioning for the Czech people”, the next you’re
a big swinging dick in the emperor’s palm and I
never get to see you or my money again. Now pay
up or I’ll call the police and the emperor and his
goons can come and gang rape you in prison.

JAROSLAV: Epstein,

I can help you: I’m going to
advocate freedom of religion.

EPSTEIN: I

don’t need “freedom of religion”, I need to
be able to feed my family!

JAROSLAV: Maybe I

can get the emperor to give you

some money.
EPSTEIN: “Oh,

hello Mr. Emperor, I’d like an
independent Czech state, and by the way, please
could you slip me two hundred zlaty?” What is
wrong with you?
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JAROSLAV: Look,

Römerstadt’s coming back soon and
I’m going to sell him Julia’s dress.

EPSTEIN: For

two hundred zlaty? Your girlfriend’s
going to have to give him more than her dress for
that. (Leaving.) The police!

JAROSLAV: No

no no no no no no no no! Wait, I’ve got

a plan.
EPSTEIN (turning

around): What?

Pause.
JAROSLAV: It’s

a really good plan.

EPSTEIN: What is

it?

Pause.
JAROSLAV: It’s

a really, really good plan.

Pause.
EPSTEIN: You

don’t have a plan do you? (Starts to
leave.) The police!

JAROSLAV: Wait,

no, I’ve got it! You owe Römerstadt
more money than I owe you, right? So even if I did
pay you back you’d still be in debt. I can pay off all
of your debts.
EPSTEIN stops

and turns.

EPSTEIN: How?

Pause.
JAROSLAV: You

dress up as Julia.

EPSTEIN: What?
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JAROSLAV: You

dress up as / Julia.

EPSTEIN: I

heard you the first time, you fucking Czech
imbecile! Have you never heard of a rhetorical
question?

JAROSLAV: Yes.
EPSTEIN: That was

another one. The police! (Starts to

leave again.)
JAROSLAV (holding EPSTEIN back): Wait,

hear me out!
Julia won’t have anything to do with Römerstadt,
because, well, he’s a dick, but Römerstadt will do
anything to get Julia, so as long as we can promise
him Julia we can get him to do whatever we want.

EPSTEIN: Boychick,

I realize you probably picture me
when you have sex but that doesn’t mean I actually
look anything like your girlfriend.

JAROSLAV: That doesn’t matter,

we can cover your face
with a shawl. Römerstadt wants to talk to Julia in
Czech anyway, which he can’t actually understand,
so you can just talk in Yiddish and I’ll act as
translator.

EPSTEIN: And

how does this get us Römerstadt’s

money?
Pause.
JAROSLAV: We’ll cross

that bridge when we / come to

it.
EPSTEIN: Fuck

me.

EPSTEIN starts

to leave again, but JAROSLAV runs
and physically holds him back.
JAROSLAV: Wait!
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EPSTEIN (turning): No!

This is the worst plan I’ve
heard since my mother decided to sell fireworks.

“Give me the dough!” (reprise) (JAROSLAV)
JAROSLAV: But if

you don’t do it Römerstadt will crush
you in court and then you’ll go bankrupt and then
you’ll starve and then you’ll die.

End of song
Pause.
What have you got to lose?
There’s a knock at the front door.
EPSTEIN: It’s

not going to work.

JAROSLAV: Römerstadt’s

not that clever – he lent you
money, after all – it’s worth a try.
EPSTEIN relents

and JAROSLAV pulls the dress over
his head. A couple of red fabric flowers fall off the
dress.
EPSTEIN: I

can’t believe my parents emigrated from
Russia for this.
JAROSLAV cuts

a piece of cloth off the wall and
wraps it around EPSTEIN’s head.
JAROSLAV: And
EPSTEIN goes

remember, speak in Yiddish.
to sit on the chair stage left of the

desk.
No! Sit on the desk.
EPSTEIN: Why

would Julia sit / on the – ?

JAROSLAV: Just.
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JAROSLAV lets RÖMERSTADT in.
RÖMERSTADT: She wasn’t at the cake shop

so I took the

frock back to mine.
JAROSLAV: Ah,

that’s because the person you’re
looking for is, in fact, here. (Gestures towards
EPSTEIN.)
RÖMERSTADT clocks EPSTEIN in

the dress, his
trousers and men’s shoes sticking out the bottom.
Long pause.
RÖMERSTADT (taking

off his hat): Miss Julia.

JAROSLAV gestures
EPSTEIN (in

for EPSTEIN to respond.

a high-pitched voice): God kill me now!

JAROSLAV: She said

always.

it’s a pleasure to see you, as

RÖMERSTADT (to EPSTEIN): “I

have vanked to spook

you, many days.”
JAROSLAV takes

a couple of moments to process this
and then gestures for EPSTEIN to respond.
EPSTEIN: Call off

your lawyer, you posh putz.

JAROSLAV: She said

she has wanted to speak to you as

well.
RÖMERSTADT: “Now,

I am scarred. My hand, it shake.”

(Demonstrates.)
JAROSLAV gestures
EPSTEIN: Go

again.

throw yourself in the river.

JAROSLAV: She said

not to be scared, as your Czech is
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excellent.
RÖMERSTADT: “Spank

you. I learn Czech from
studying boobs.” (To JAROSLAV.) Oh God, I
probably sound like such an fool.

JAROSLAV: You’re doing

great.

RÖMERSTADT: I

want to invite her to the ball, but, I’m
so terrified she might say “no”.

JAROSLAV: Don’t worry,
RÖMERSTADT looks

she likes you.

at EPSTEIN, who shields himself

from his gaze.
See how she hides her face? Romance her.
“Mistranslation song” (RÖMERSTADT, EPSTEIN,
JAROSLAV)
RÖMERSTADT (to EPSTEIN):

“Hark,
Vot zat beating sound?
Iss my haert.
“Hear
How it beat around.
Just my haert.
“Beating avay
Is how I spend my day
Sinking of you, dear.
“Soon,
Zere a big event,
Ze first Czech balls.
“Me,
As a city gent,
I am liking all ze balls.
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“You,
As my date,
Please,
Must you come.
Ze pleasure vould be moan.”
Pause.
(To JAROSLAV.)
She doesn’t answer.
JAROSLAV (gesturing

for EPSTEIN to say something):
I think she’s thinking.

EPSTEIN:

Go fuck a pig!
JAROSLAV:

She said she’d love to come!
RÖMERSTADT:

Blast my trousers,
Call off the midwife!

JAROSLAV:

But wait!
She’d like to know more details.
RÖMERSTADT (pointing

at EPSTEIN):

Like?
JAROSLAV:

What’s she going to wear?
RÖMERSTADT:

I don’t know.
(Pointing to JULIA’s dress.)
That?
JAROSLAV:

Too much wear-and-tear.
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RÖMERSTADT:

Not that?

JAROSLAV:

No.
Buy her a dress!
RÖMERSTADT:

You think she’d acquiesce?
JAROSLAV:

I’m pretty certain.

RÖMERSTADT (to EPSTEIN):

“Please,
I must buy you cloze.”
EPSTEIN:

Oh fuck, what now?
JAROSLAV (pretending

“Why?”

to translate):

RÖMERSTADT:

“For you can’t vear zose.”
EPSTEIN:

What’s the schmendrick saying now?
JAROSLAV (ditto):

“What kind of clothes?”
RÖMERSTADT (to EPSTEIN):

“Maybe a dress?”
EPSTEIN (to JAROSLAV):

I’ll kill you.

RÖMERSTADT (to JAROSLAV):

What say she?
JAROSLAV:
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She’d love a dress with flowers.
RÖMERSTADT (to EPSTEIN):

“Yes!
Made viz roses to express my pain.”
EPSTEIN (to JAROSLAV):

I mean it!
RÖMERSTADT (to JAROSLAV):

And this time?
JAROSLAV:

She’ll dance with you for hours.
RÖMERSTADT (to EPSTEIN):

“Soon
Ve’ll be dancing,
And ve’ll laugh,
So content,
Zen at last
At ze ent,
(Getting properly worked up.)
I’ll ask a kvestion,
The front door bell rings.
“And if you –”
JULIA appears,

still dressed as a man.

End of song
JULIA: It’s

not there. What the – ?

RÖMERSTADT turns to see who it is. JAROSLAV runs
over to JULIA and pulls the top hat over her face
before RÖMERSTADT can recognize her. JULIA

staggers around blindly.
I can’t see!
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RÖMERSTADT: Are you

drunk, sir?

JULIA: What the hell is

going on?

RÖMERSTADT (to JAROSLAV): The man’s

as drunk as a

horse.
JULIA: What’s

Epstein doing in my dress?

JAROSLAV: It’s
JULIA: I

not what it looks like.

don’t know what it looks like!

RÖMERSTADT (to JULIA): Do you mind? (Gesturing
towards EPSTEIN.) I am trying to beguile a lady.
JAROSLAV (to RÖMERSTADT): Um,

it’s no good talking
to him in German, he doesn’t understand.

RÖMERSTADT: Who
JAROSLAV: It’s

is this drunken buffoon?

… it’s … This is Julia’s father.

JULIA: What?
JAROSLAV (to EPSTEIN): Say
EPSTEIN (to JULIA): You

hello to your father, Julia.

too, eh?

RÖMERSTADT: Oh my

goodness. (To JULIA, offering his
hand.) “I pleasure myself to you.”

JULIA: Get him off

me!

RÖMERSTADT (bowing): “I,
JULIA: Go

away!

JAROSLAV: He said

he’s honoured.

RÖMERSTADT: He seems

piss.”

am barren.”

angry. (To JULIA.) “I come in
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JULIA: What is

going on?!

JAROSLAV (to RÖMERSTADT): He’s,

he’s upset because

you don’t have Julia’s dress.
RÖMERSTADT: I’ll go

fetch it. (To JULIA, gesturing.) “I
come on your back soon.”

JULIA: Just go.
RÖMERSTADT exits

and JULIA pulls the hat off her

head.
Jaroslav, you promised me no-one would touch my
dress!
JAROSLAV: I

promised you Römerstadt wouldn’t touch
your dress.

EPSTEIN (taking

the dress off): I haven’t been this
humiliated since my wedding.

JAROSLAV: Don’t take it off,
EPSTEIN (pointing

it was working so well!

to JAROSLAV): Noon. (Exits.)

JAROSLAV (after EPSTEIN): No!
JULIA: Jaroslav,

I am –

FELIX emerges

from behind the desk. JULIA shrieks

again.
Felix!
FELIX: I

was –

JULIA: I

know. Jaroslav, –

KREJCI emerges

from the 3rd closet.
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Krejci!
KREJCI: Still completely
KREJCI exits
JULIA: Is

normal.

into the back room.

there anyone else hiding in closets?

JAROSLAV: No.

Honestly.

“Last chance” (JULIA)
JULIA (on

the verge of tears): Jaroslav, I am coming
back at noon, with all our friends, and you are going
to have paid off Epstein and you’re going to meet
the emperor and we are going to get married. Right?
Because this is our one chance. (Exits.)

End of song
Long pause.
JAROSLAV: So

now we’ve lost both our Julias. (Pause.)

Felix, –
FELIX: It’s

all right, Jaroslav, you don’t have to ask.

“What you need is a man” (FELIX)
I was thinking,
As I crouched behind that desk,
Like at school when I was hiding from the teacher.
What you need is a man,
And I’ve been such a boy.
But this boy has a plan,
Or, this man has a ploy.
There’s a time
In every young man’s life
When he comes into himself.
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I’ll dress up as Julia.
For the aristo.
For the emperor.
End of song
Underscore
JAROSLAV (putting

his hand on FELIX’s shoulder):
Felix, you’re a true friend.

FELIX (putting

both hands on JAROSLAV’s shoulders):
You’re more than a friend to me, Jaroslav.

JAROSLAV (breaking

contact, oblivious): Great.

End of underscore
Well put the dress on, then.
FELIX: If

I’m going to do this properly I need to take
my suit off.

JAROSLAV: That’s

fine, you can change in the, er,
(trying to remember which closet contains the dead
soldier) closet. (Is about to open the 3rd one.) No!
Not that one. God, this is like three-card monte.
(Opens the 1st closet.) This one.

FELIX (going

into the 1st closet): Three-card monte?

JAROSLAV: It’s

a con, don’t play it.

JAROSLAV closes

the curtain on FELIX.

Now don’t come out until I tell you to, okay? Have
you got that?
FELIX: Yes.
JAROSLAV: What did

I just say?
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FELIX: Don’t come out of

the closet until you say so.

JAROSLAV: Right.

(Goes to call KREJCI but stops.
Under his breath.) No, Römerstadt’s coming back.
(Opens the 3rd closet.)

“Dead soldier” underscore
The wedding cake is on the dead soldier’s lap.
JAROSLAV moves the cake to the 2nd closet, letting
the curtain of the 3rd closet close behind him, but
when he reopens it the dead soldier is no longer
there and the SOLDIER from the opening scene is
sitting in his place.
The clock stops. Change of lighting.
The SOLDIER leaps up, screaming, and pointing a
gun at JAROSLAV. JAROSLAV screams in response.
SOLDIER: Scared

you.

JAROSLAV: What the

– ? How did you – ?

SOLDIER (lowering

the gun and inspecting it): Nice gun
Krejci got you. You shouldn’t be leaving it with a
soldier, even if he is dead.

JAROSLAV checks
JAROSLAV: What –

the 3rd closet but it’s empty.

? How do you know about – ?

SOLDIER: How

do I know about what?

JAROSLAV: …

Nothing.

SOLDIER: How

do I know about nothing? What kind of
question is that? Nothing’s not a thing you can
know about.

JAROSLAV: How
SOLDIER: Who,

did you get in here?

what, where, why?
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JAROSLAV: I

said “how”.

SOLDIER: I

see the missus has gone. She left you like I
said she should?

JAROSLAV: What’s

going on?

SOLDIER: Just thought I’d

drop in to remind you of our
little agreement. Our little pact.

“I’ll be watching” (reprise) (SOLDIER)
That me, I’ve been watching,
And when you don’t get shit for your pains,
I’ll come back once again, and in front of your
girl,
I’ll rearrange your face!
End of song
JAROSLAV: … It was
SOLDIER: I’m going

“brains” last time.

to go through your face to get to /

your brains.
JAROSLAV: Okay,

okay, I get it. Anyway I’m going to
get what I want.

SOLDIER: You

don’t know what you want.

The SOLDIER ducks back into the 3rd closet and
whips the curtain shut behind him.
End of underscore
JAROSLAV opens

it again but the SOLDIER is gone
and the dead soldier is now back in place, dressed
in evening wear.
The clock restarts and the lighting reverts.
JAROSLAV (to

Right.

himself): It’s stress. I’m just stressed. …
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JAROSLAV hoists

the dead soldier over his
shoulders, closing the curtain after him. The front
door bell rings.
Shit!
JAROSLAV hurriedly props

the dead soldier up in the
chair stage left of the desk. RÖMERSTADT enters
carrying JULIA’s old dress and JAROSLAV tries to
obscure his view of the corpse.
RÖMERSTADT: I

have the dress. The dogs chewed it a

bit.
JAROSLAV: Great.

And the cash?

RÖMERSTADT (noticing

the dead soldier): Oh, her

father’s still here?
JAROSLAV: Er,

… yes.

RÖMERSTADT (to

the dead soldier): “I have (lifting the
dress) undressed.”
No response.
(To JAROSLAV.) Is he all right?

JAROSLAV: He just had

a bit too much to drink.

RÖMERSTADT: Poor

Miss Julia, having a boozer for a
father. Let me get my physish. (Starts to leave.)

JAROSLAV: No

need, I’m sure.

RÖMERSTADT (on

the verge of exiting): But he’s just
around the corner.

JAROSLAV: No! (Running

over to the dead soldier.)
He’s fine. (To the dead soldier.) Aren’t you?
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JAROSLAV holds

the back of the dead soldier’s head
and makes him nod.
RÖMERSTADT: “You
JAROSLAV makes

haff too many bears?”
the dead soldier nod.

“You should drink some vaiter.”
JAROSLAV makes

the dead soldier shake his head.

… “I am in loaf with your daughter.”
JAROSLAV makes

the dead soldier nod.

(To JAROSLAV.) What does that mean?
JAROSLAV: He wants

you to continue.

RÖMERSTADT: … “My

arse for her hand.”

Pause. JAROSLAV makes the dead soldier look at
him for a translation.
JAROSLAV: Um,

he didn’t catch that.

RÖMERSTADT: I’m asking

for her hand in marriage!

JAROSLAV: Oh. Allow me to translate. (To DEAD
SOLDIER.) Baron Bullshit said he’s going to give us

all his money, didn’t he?
JAROSLAV makes

the dead soldier nod his head so
vigorously his hat falls off.
RÖMERSTADT: He said

yes!

JAROSLAV scrambles to put the hat back on, but not
before RÖMERSTADT catches a glimpse of the dead

soldier’s face.
Good God, he looks like death! Are you sure he’s
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all right?
JAROLAV makes the dead soldier
pointing to RÖMERSTADT.
JAROSLAV: He wants
RÖMERSTADT: Oh

look at him while

the dress.

yes, of course.

“Oh rose, oh rose” (reprise) (RÖMERSTADT)
RÖMERSTADT advances

on the dead soldier with the
dress, but senses something is wrong.
I plucked a dress for a maiden,
‘Twas white like my cheek, …
JAROSLAV makes the dead soldier take the dress,
and RÖMERSTADT gets a closer look.

I say –
JAROSLAV: Julia!

“Oh Mr. Baron” (FELIX)
FELIX whips

open the curtain, dressed as JULIA.
He’s surprisingly confident and convincing as a
woman.
FELIX: Well hello,
JAROSLAV (to

big boy.

himself): Oh my God.

ROMERSTADT: Miss Julia?
FELIX (going

over to RÖMERSTADT and grabs his
crotch): They call you “Baron” but I think you
should be called “Fertile”.
FELIX pushes RÖMERSTADT in

right of the desk.

to the chair stage
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RÖMERSTADT: But …
FELIX: Shhh! Don’t speak.

We are beyond words.

RÖMERSTADT: But you’re –
FELIX: No.
FELIX taks

the handkerchief out of RÖMERSTADT’s
breast pocket and stuffs it in his mouth, and then
performs an extraordinarily sexually explicit dance
around him. RÖMERSTADT is dumbstruck and
JAROSLAV is horrified. The rest of the flowers
continue to fall off the dress during the song.
What, you have questions? What was I doing in the
closet? I was getting ready for you, my little
schnitzel. I wanted you to see me in this dress.
You’ve earned it. I mean, you brought my other
dress to the bakery. An aristocrat doing such a
menial task, I’m touched. No, really, I’m touched.
FELIX grabs RÖMERSTADT’s

hand and makes him
place it on his chest, but then smacks him, pseudoshocked.
Ow, you bad boy! I knew it, underneath that demure
facade there’s a beast inside. Let him out. (Growls.)
You aristocrats, you are so filthy. Hunting and
shooting. I’m a deer. Come and get me.
FELIX runs

to the corner and does a deer
impersonation. JAROSLAV gestures, “What are you
doing?”, and FELIX gestures, “Wait!”, in response.
RÖMERSTADT slowly pulls himself out of his chair.
No, sit.
FELIX pushes RÖMERSTADT back into

his chair and

turns it to face downstage.
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You’ve been running around all day and you need
to rest.
FELIX undoes RÖMERSTADT’s

necktie and uses it to
tie his hands behind his back. JAROSLAV gestures,
“Get the money!” and FELIX responds, “I’m doing
it, I’m doing it!”.
You know what really turns me on? Poetry.
Flowers? Robin red-breasts? Foliage? No need to
spell out what those mean. I can get me head around
a good metaphor.
FELIX starts

feeling RÖMERSTADT up and picking his
pockets at the same time, passing the contents to
JAROSLAV. The first few items are poems which
JAROSLAV hands back to FELIX to replace.
And you want to take me to the ball? We’ll tear up
the dance floor. Let me show you my moves.
Heads. Will. Turn. And then after the ball maybe
some dinner, chez vous. I’ll stuff you full of pastry
till you have custard coming out your nose.
FELIX finally finds RÖMERSTADT’s wallet, hands it to
JAROSLAV, who starts counting the money
ecstatically. The front door bell rings but JAROSLAV

is too busy counting money to notice. A crowd can
be heard outside. JULIA enters without the hat on.
JULIA: The emperor’s

here early!

End of song
FELIX snogs RÖMERSTADT in

an attempt to distract

him.
What the – ?
RÖMERSTADT pushes
RÖMERSTADT: But that’s

away FELIX and turns around.
Miss Julia!
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RÖMERSTADT pushes FELIX off his

lap.

So then who – ?
RÖMERSTADT pulls

the shawl off FELIX’s head.

Felix!
FELIX: It’s

my day off.

RÖMERSTADT sees JAROSLAV with
RÖMERSTADT: And

his wallet.

what on Earth –

RÖMERSTADT tries to retrieve his
JAROSLAV holds him off.

wallet but

They’re my last few zlaty!
JULIA: Jaroslav,

the emperor!

JAROSLAV throws the wallet to FELIX,
it, and throws JULIA her dress.

who catches

JAROSLAV: Um,

Römerstadt brought your dress back,
you can get changed and, and present the
constitution to the emperor.

JULIA (hanging

the dress up on a roll of fabric): I think
I’d rather present to him as a man, to be honest.
People take me more seriously this way.
JAROSLAV takes the constitution off the desk and
hands it to her. RÖMERSTADT is trying to get his
wallet off FELIX.

JAROSLAV: Fine,

just stall him whatever happens, I’ll
be out in a minute.
FELIX throws JAROSLAV the wallet.
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JULIA: I

hope so, Járo. All our friends and all your
comrades are waiting.
JULIA exits. JAROSLAV and FELIX continue to play
catch with the wallet while RÖMERSTADT chases

them.
RÖMERSTADT: Give me my

money back! (Giving up on
the wallet, which has ended up with JAROSLAV.)
Christ, you’re all in this together: my own lawyer
and the woman I love. I’m going to kill myself now.

JAROSLAV: Let me get you

some rope.

RÖMERSTADT: But not before I
FELIX: Just so

long as you don’t tell my mother.

RÖMERSTADT: And
FELIX: Oh

call the police.

I’ll tell your mother.

God no, please don’t.

JAROSLAV: Don’t call the police,

I’m sure we can settle

this amicably.
RÖMERSTADT: Amicably? You

just dressed my lawyer
up as a woman and used him to rob me.

JAROSLAV: An

innocent mistake. If you lend me the
money and I can pay you back with interest.

RÖMERSTADT: I’ve heard
RÖMERSTADT starts

that one before.

to leave but JAROSLAV holds

him back.
JAROSLAV: Wait!

You don’t understand,

“The emperor” (reprise) (JAROSLAV)
the, the emperor’s coming to Prague, er, to talk to
the protesters, and, and I’m going to present him
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with the constitution I drafted for an independent
Czech state.
End of song
RÖMERSTADT: The emperor’s

just a figurehead. He has
as much power as a cat in a bath.
The front door bell rings and EPSTEIN enters.

EPSTEIN (seeing RÖMERSTADT): Uh-oh.
EPSTEIN starts to leave but JAROSLAV lets go of
RÖMERSTADT and grabs EPSTEIN instead, dragging

him into the room.
“Give me the dough” (reprise) (JAROSLAV)
JAROSLAV:

It’s not our fault, we’re being blackmailed.
Epstein’s the one, go arrest him!
He makes demands,
Then reprimands.
Then he commands:
“Put on a sash and discover where Römerstadt
stashes his cash.”
End of song
EPSTEIN (re: JAROSLAV): This

man hasn’t paid me for
my materials for six months, that’s why I haven’t
been able to pay you back.

FELIX: He’s

lying!

JAROSLAV: See!

Now who are you going to believe,
your own lawyer or the opposition?

RÖMERSTADT: I

believe the man who hasn’t recently
dressed up as a women and tried to rob me: –
Pause. FELIX and EPSTEIN exchange glances.
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– Epstein.
EPSTEIN (pointing

to the dead soldier) Hang on, who’s

that?
“Dead soldier” underscore
RÖMERSTADT: Yes,

who is that if it isn’t Julia’s papa?

EPSTEIN and RÖMERSTADT approach the dead
soldier but JAROSLAV blocks their path.
JAROSLAV: Wait!

They stop.
End of underscore
Epstein was right. Because I was lying. About the
money. (To EPSTEIN.) I actually have your money, I
just didn’t want to give it to you. (Pause.) But I’m
going to give it to you now, okay? (To
RÖMERSTADT.) So Epstein can pay you back. (To
both of them.) Just wait there. (Pause.) My assistant
has it.
FELIX is

confused. JAROSLAV slowly goes towards
the back door and opens it. Pause.
Krejci, the emperor’s here.
“I’m going to kill the emperor” underscore
KREJCI appears

in the doorway, holding a giant pair
of scissors behind his back, but sees EPSTEIN and
freezes.
EPSTEIN: That’s

your assistant? He’s been working for
you all this time?

JAROSLAV: Yes.

You know him?
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EPSTEIN: That’s

the bastard who led the workers’
revolt against my factory, when they smashed all
my machines!

JAROSLAV: What? What makes

you so sure it was him?

EPSTEIN: Because all the reports

said that the
perpetrator only had one arm!

JAROSLAV: That could

people!

be any one of a number of

EPSTEIN: …
JAROSLAV: Okay,

it narrows it down. But … but you
never told me the perpetrator only had one arm!

EPSTEIN: I

thought it was rude to mention it!

JAROSLAV: Well it’s
EPSTEIN: Well I

pretty bloody relevant!

didn’t know he was working for you!

JAROSLAV: … Krejci,

Epstein says you lead the revolt
against his factory, when they smashed all his
machines.

KREJCI: …

Fine, I’ll admit it! But I only did it because
Epstein fired me after I lost my arm.

JAROSLAV: What? You

used to work for Epstein? You

never said!
KREJCI: Painful memories,

Mr. Kubín.

JAROSLAV: Krejci says

he used to work for you, and
that he only smashed your machines because you
fired him all those years ago!

EPSTEIN: Right!

Exactly! It was pure retribution!
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JAROSLAV: But you

in your factory!

fired him because he lost his arm

EPSTEIN: What are you

talking about? He never had an

arm.
JAROSLAV: Don’t be ridiculous,
EPSTEIN: He doesn’t.

everyone has arms.

He’s been missing one since

birth!
JAROSLAV: Nonsense,

he lost his arm in your factory.

EPSTEIN: What are you

talking about? How do you lose
an arm in a cotton-printing factory?

JAROSLAV: One of

the machines took it clean off, like a
chicken drumstick.

EPSTEIN: How? They’re cotton-printing

machines, not

arm-ripping-off machines.
JAROSLAV: Well earlier

you threatened put to my cock

in one of them.
EPSTEIN: That’s

different, it’s smaller.

JAROSLAV: …

Well if Krejci didn’t lose his arm in one
of your machines why did you fire him?

EPSTEIN: Because he was
JAROSLAV: Why

always getting into fights!

would a one-armed man get into

fights?
EPSTEIN: Because he’s
JAROSLAV: And

an idiot.

why would you hire a one-armed man?

EPSTEIN: Because he was

cheap! Why did you hire

him?
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JAROSLAV: I

didn’t, my father hired him.

EPSTEIN: Well why

did your father hire him then?

JAROSLAV: Because,

… Because, …

EPSTEIN: He probably

never told you he worked for me
because he lied about why he was fired!

KREJCI: Okay,

enough! I’m sick of listening to you two
argue in German. I have emperors to kill.

“I’m going to kill the emperor” (reprise) (KREJCI)
I’m going to kill the emperor!
KREJCI pulls

the pair of scissors out from behind his
back and points them towards RÖMERSTADT.
RÖMERSTADT: Christ!
EPSTEIN: This

again.

JAROSLAV grabs KREJCI and

struggles to clamp his

arm.
KREJCI: Get off

me! You’re interrupting history! All
my life I’ve wanted to stab a posh git in the belly,
and now I’m gonna stab the poshest git of all, the
emperor! I’m gonna kill the emperor!

FELIX: She –

loves – Ja-ro-slav!

KREJCI: Shut it,

you gimp!

JAROSLAV clamps

his hand over KREJCI’s mouth.

End of song
“I’m going to kill the emperor” underscore
JAROSLAV (to RÖMERSTADT): Epstein’s

right! Krejci’s
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the man who got Epstein into debt! Krejci’s the
reason Epstein’s been pressuring me to pay up!
Krejci’s the reason I made Felix dress up as a
woman. And he was about to kill you with these
scissors – you should arrest him, not me!
RÖMERSTADT: But why does
JAROSLAV: He’s

he want to kill me?

mad. He thinks you’re the emperor.

RÖMERSTADT: How

insulting! I’m getting the lot of
you arrested. (Heads towards the front door.)

JAROSLAV, FELIX, EPSTEIN: No!
EPSTEIN blocks RÖMERSTADT’s
RÖMERSTADT: Get out of

path.

my way, or I’ll call the po- –

! Oh.
EPSTEIN: Hold

your posh horses. (To JAROSLAV.) Did
you just say that your assistant was about to kill the
baron?

JAROSLAV: Yes.
EPSTEIN: Only,

that wouldn’t necessarily be such a bad

thing.
RÖMERSTADT: Steady

on, old boot.

EPSTEIN: Because if

your assistant killed Römerstadt
then I wouldn’t have to pay him back, and you
wouldn’t have to pay me my money. Just saying …
EPSTEIN starts gesturing to KREJCI to kill
RÖMERSTADT. KREJCI is confused but emboldened.

RÖMERSTADT: Epstein,
JAROSLAV: He’s

stop this, this is skulduggery!

got a point.
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RÖMERSTADT: Don’t listen
JAROSLAV: I

to him!

thought you wanted to die.

RÖMERSTADT: Yes,

but not like this! I want to die like
my father died: on a mountain, with animals.

EPSTEIN: Then

you’d better call off the court case.

RÖMERSTADT: Oh

God, but I – … Fine! Keep the

money.
FELIX: And

you can’t tell my mother about the dress.

RÖMERSTADT: Forgotten

all about it already. And the

kiss. And the theft.
JAROSLAV: So

no-one’s going to the police? Epstein?

EPSTEIN shakes

his head.

Römerstadt?
RÖMERSTADT: No,

no-one’s going to police, you …

arse.
JAROSLAV: So now

I can finally meet the emperor.

The front door bell rings. The crowd is louder.
JULIA rushes in.
JULIA: The piece of

paper you gave me to give to the
emperor – it wasn’t the constitution, it was
Römerstadt’s poem!

JAROSLAV: What?
KREJCI uses the distraction as an opportunity to bite
JAROSLAV’s hand and escape his grip. He manages
to jab RÖMERSTADT before JAROSLAV restrains him

again.
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RÖMERSTADT (clutching

dying!

JAROSLAV: Epstein,

his shoulder): I’m dying! I’m

look after him.

EPSTEIN (inspecting RÖMERSTADT’s

right, it’s just a flesh wound.

JAROSLAV: Er,

injury): It’s all

Felix, … use some material to stop the

bleeding.
FELIX takes off the dress and
RÖMERSTADT’s shoulder.
RÖMERSTADT: I’m alive!

ties it around

I’m alive!

KREJCI: If

I only had two arms I could had ripped his
fucking head off!

JULIA (watching FELIX): That’s

my wedding dress!

“You men” (JULIA)
Everyone halts what they’re doing.
Have you all gone completely insane? Have you?
I’ve been doing everything you’ve said for the past
hour, and as a result, Römerstadt’s been stabbed,
my wedding dress has been ruined, and I’ve just
given the emperor a poem about a flower that
changes colour!
RÖMERSTADT: It’s

a metaphor.

JULIA (reprising all of the other

characters’ tunes as
she takes the piss out of them): Right! Let me do
something that I’ve been waiting to do for months.
JULIA prods RÖMERSTADT’s

wound, which makes

him scream with pain.
Would you like another cream bun?
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Prods him again.
Shall I wrap that for you?
And again.
How about a blow job? Oh, I’m sorry, we’re all out
of blow jobs today. How about a brioche instead? I
hope your dogs throw up all over your carpet. Oh
no, you’ve spent all your money on cakes. Better
hire (turning to FELIX) this guy.
“Oh Jaroslav, I met a military man. Oh Jaroslav,
I made the emperor come. (Suggestively.) How
about some emperor on the emperor with the
emperor? Oh, but I have so much respect for your
relationship. Let me just take your fiancée’s
wedding dress and cover it in blood.” At least it
distracts you from your job of suing (turning to
EPSTEIN) this guy.
It’s the Epstein show, it’s the Epstein show.
“Take my wife, please. Take her. Take her up the
tuchas. Take my family. Take my fabric. Take my
self respect.” … We’re not so different, you and I.
Jews and women, we’re both second-class citizens.
We give and we give and we give, and we never get
anything in return. Other than schtick from people
like (turning to KREJCI) this guy.
Krejci, what a hero. Let’s give him a big hand.
JULIA hits KREJCI over

the head.

You not gonna fight back?
Pushes him.
I thought you were supposed to be tough.
And again.
A kid laughs at you in the street? Kick him in the
balls. The emperor wants to talk? Cut his head off.
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(Pointing at RÖMERSTADT.) Well this is a client, you
idiot, not the emperor. He couldn’t govern a
vegetable patch. If you think you’re tough you
should try being a woman for a day. And deal with
(turning to JAROSLAV) this guy.
Where to begin? “I’m going to give a speech in
front of the Austrian army and then insult a soldier
and then get my friends and colleagues and fiancée
to dress up like mannequins because that’s how I
see people, like stupid mannequins in my shop that
doesn’t even make money!” If you had money we
wouldn’t have had trouble with my father in the
first place.
And I don’t even know who the hell (pointing to
the dead soldier) that guy is. And you’re all
wanting to please (pointing outside) that guy! Well
you know what? I don’t care about that guy. He’s
just another man, like all of you. I think I’ll go and
stay with my aunt, in the country. At least she
knows what it’s like to put up with her alcoholic
brother. Another useless man, who can’t deal with
the burden of living in a patriarchy. I’m off!
End of song
“You men” underscore
towards the 3rd closet, opens the
curtain and then closes it again.
JULIA heads

JAROSLAV: What are you

looking for?

She tries the 2nd and comes out with the cake, which
she raises to throw at JAROSLAV –
Oh no, don’t do that, it’s such a cliché!
– but he ducks and it hits EPSTEIN.
EPSTEIN (wiping

cake off his face): This is worse than

my wedding.
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JULIA goes

to the back wall, where her dress is
hanging, and starts to take the suit off.
JAROSLAV: Just give me five minutes,

I can fix
everything. Uh, Baron Römerstadt, go and see your
physician who lives round the corner.
RÖMERSTADT shuffles

towards the front door.

And Epstein, maybe you could help him. And, er,
take the cake with you?
EPSTEIN picks up what’s left of the cake and
helping RÖMERSTADT out the front door.

starts

Wait!
They stop.
And, er, … (offering EPSTEIN RÖMERSTADT’s
wallet) give Römerstadt his wallet back.
EPSTEIN takes

it, a little confused, debates for a
moment, and then hands it to RÖMERSTADT,
conciliatorily.
Thank you.
They exit..
Krejci, get rid of the … (Indicates the dead soldier.)
KREJCI drags

the dead soldier off the chair and out
the back door.
And, Felix, put some clothes on.
FELIX goes into the 1st closet, so that JAROSLAV and
JULIA are left alone together. JULIA continues to get

changed.
Don’t go, we can still get married!
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JULIA has

put on her dress.

JULIA: You

can marry the emperor, you’re more in love
with him than me anyway.

JAROSLAV: But I

don’t care about the emperor!

The lighting flickers.
I want you, Julia!
The lighting flickers again.
I want you back!
And a 3rd time.
The front door bell rings. Enter the SOLDIER,
wielding his gun.
Oh, not a- –
SOLDIER: Halt right there.

… You two still arguing?

JAROSLAV: We haven’t been

here all this … Other stuff

has happened.
JULIA (to

the SOLDIER): May I go, please?

SOLDIER: Is

she leaving you?

JAROSLAV: No.
JULIA: Yes.
SOLDIER: Good
JULIA: Fuck

girl.

off.

SOLDIER: Feisty.
JULIA: I

Like it.

don’t care if

JAROSLAV: Excuse,

me, can
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you –

you not – ?

SOLDIER (to JAROSLAV): Apparently

you gave the

emperor a poem.
JAROSLAV: Oh,

my poem.

for … It wasn’t me, it was … It wasn’t

SOLDIER: I

don’t give a toss whose poem it was.
Insulting the emperor, that’s a capital offence.

JAROSLAV: Are you
SOLDIER: He said
JAROSLAV: I

kidding me? It’s a poem.

it was highly sexual in content.

can’t believe this is –

JULIA (more emphatically): May
SOLDIER: You’re going

I go, please?

to have to beg to keep your

balls on.
The front door bell rings. Someone is entering, with
much gravitas. The crowd is deafeningly loud.
Wait, that’s him now. I think he’s angry. Get ready!
JAROSLAV frantically grabs

the constitution off the
desk and holds it out in front of him. The SOLDIER
stands to attention. JULIA’s frozen in place.
The EMPEROR enters. He’s dressed in ceremonial
regalia, wearing a monacle, and his face is partially
obscured by a giant hat. JAROSLAV and JULIA’s eyes
are fixed on him and the SOLDIER stares straight
ahead, impassive.
Silence.
After an uncomfortably long time, JAROSLAV and
JULIA start acting out the following with their eyes:
JAROSLAV (to JULIA): What should I do? JULIA: I
don’t know, (referring to the SOLDIER) ask him!
JAROSLAV looks at the SOLDIER but he continues to
stare straight ahead. JAROSLAV slowly, tentatively,
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proffers the constitution to the EMPEROR. The
SOLDIER gives JAROSLAV an angry look and he
stops. More silence. JAROSLAV is about to speak a
couple of times but the SOLDIER gives him a rigid
shake of the head and indicates with a tiny gesture
of his hand to stop. Yet more silence.
The EMPEROR farts, loudly.
JAROSLAV and JULIA exchange looks, anxiously.
The SOLDIER slowly cracks up, followed by the
EMPEROR.
SOLDIER: Oh,
EMPEROR: I

mate, that was classic.

was holding it in! I was holding it in!

JULIA: What the hell’s

going on?

SOLDIER (mock angry): Hey,

have some respect, that’s
the emperor you’re talking to!

EMPEROR (parading

around like a mannequin): I’m the
emperor and you have to do what I say.

JAROSLAV: What the

–?

The EMPEROR takes the monacle and hat off and we
see that it’s the SECOND SOLDIER from before.
Can you two stop dicking around? I’ve got the
actual emperor waiting for me outside.
SOLDIER #1 (to SOLDIER #2): Aw, bless,

he still thinks
the emperor’s coming to meet him! (To JAROSLAV.)
Of course the emperor isn’t coming. He’s in
Vienna, eating biscuits with his pants down.

SOLDIER #2: It was

a set-up, weren’t it? I went to the
pub where all you revolutionaries hang out and told
your gay friend the emperor was coming so we
could find out who wrote the rebel constitution.

JAROSLAV: Wait,

what … Felix is gay?
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FELIX bursts

out of the closet having put his shirt
and jacket on but still trouserless.
FELIX: Oh,

for God’s sake, Jaroslav! Why do you think
I transcribe all your ridiculous political ideas? You
live in a daydream, you really do. (To SOLDIER #2.)
Well I’m glad I helped you find him, he needs a
damn good spanking! (To JAROSLAV.) I’m done
helping you with all your fantasies. It’s time to
wake up, man. (Storming out the front door.)
Seriously, wake up! (Exits onto the street.)
The SOLDIERS watched all of this open-mouthed.
JULIA has her head in her hands.

SOLDIER #1 (to JAROSLAV): You got anyone else hiding

in here?
JAROSLAV: No.
SOLDIER #1 (to SOLDIER #2): Search
SOLDIER #2

the premises.

starts checking the closets.

(To JAROSLAV.) Give me that.
SOLDIER #1 tries to take the constitution
JAROSLAV clings onto it.

but

JAROSLAV: No!
SOLDIER #1

hits JAROSLAV with his pistol and he
falls to the ground, letting go. JULIA shreiks.
SOLDIER #2: I’m in
SOLDIER #1: Oi,

need of toilet paper.

this is evidence. Keep your fat arse

away from it.
SOLDIER #2: Who

are you calling fat? (Heads towards
the back room.)
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JAROSLAV (scrambling

to his feet): No, don’t go in

there!
SOLDIER #1 (pointing

a gun at JAROSLAV): You stay

where you are.
SOLDIER #2

goes into the back room.

JAROSLAV: But there’s

–

SOLDIER #2 (offstage): Hey!

A couple of gunshots are fired offstage. JAROSLAV
and JULIA brace themselves. Pause.
SOLDIER #1: What’s

going on?

SOLDIER #2: Someone just ran

out the back door.

SOLDIER #1: …

Did you get him?

SOLDIER #2: …

Nah, he got away.

JAROSLAV and JULIA relax a

little.

Hold on, there’s someone else here.
JAROSLAV: Wait,

…

SOLDIER #1: Shut up. (To SOLDIER #2.)

hostage.

SOLDIER #2: …

Take them

I don’t need to, … he’s dead.

SOLDIER #1: What?
SOLDIER #2: Hold

on, …

The sound of things being moved around in the back
room. SOLDIER #2 appears in the doorway carrying
the dead soldier.
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it’s Jan.
SOLDIER #1

checks. It is.

SOLDIER #1 (to SOLDIER #2): Why’s

dinner suit?

SOLDIER #2: I

he dressed up in a

dunno.

JULIA: Járo?
SOLDIER #1 (to JAROSLAV): What’s

my friend doing in

your shop?
JAROSLAV: …

I don’t know what –

SOLDIER #1 (shaking
JAROSLAV: I

his gun): Answer the question!

didn’t know he was your friend.

SOLDIER #2: Why

did you dress him up in a dinner
jacket, you sick fuck?

JAROSLAV: …

It was dinner time.

JULIA: Jaroslav!
SOLDIER #1 (to SOLDIER #2): Put him back

where you

found him, I’ll deal with this.
SOLDIER #2

takes the dead soldier into the back

room.
(To JAROSLAV, emotional.) Jan was my mate. Owed
me money from cards.
JAROSLAV: I

didn’t kill him, I promise.

SOLDIER #1: Then

who did?

No response.
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Who ran out the back door?
The clock starts to strike twelve.
I need a name.
JULIA: Járo?

The underscore has reached fever pitch.
SOLDIER (in

time with the chimes): 10, …

JAROSLAV: Oh, not the counting
JULIA: What are you
SOLDIER: 9,

thing again.

doing?

…

JAROSLAV: You

can’t just go round counting at people

all the time!
JULIA: Answer
SOLDIER: 8,

the question!

…

JAROSLAV: Could

you stop the music for a second so I
can hear myself think?
The crowd noise disappears, and is replaced by a
sound like ringing in the ears. The lighting changes
to night and the clock starts going backwards. The
SOLDIER continues to count, in silence, but in sync
with the voice-over, and JULIA continues to shout at
JAROSLAV, also in silence.
SOLDIER (V.O.): 7,

…

Wait, people don’t sing in real life.
JULIA (V.O.):

“The workers were singing in fourpart harmony?”
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SOLDIER (V.O.): 6,

…

None of this actually happened.
FELIX (V.O.):

wake up!”

“It’s time to wake up, man. Seriously,

SOLDIER (V.O.): 5,

…

I don’t wish the emperor would listen, I wish I’d
listened to Julia.
RÖMERSTADT (V.O.):

“She is a dove in a field full of

hedgehogs.”
SOLDIER (V.O.): 4,

…

She was right, the emperor was never going to read
the constitution.
SOLDIER #2 (V.O.):
SOLDIER (V.O.): 3,

“I’m in need of toilet paper.”

…

You asked me a question.
SOLDIER (V.O.): “I

saw you talking to the leader of
the workers. What’s his name? Where does he
live?”
SOLDIER (V.O.): 2,

…

And I knew the answer:
WORKER #1

arm.”

(V.O.): “Bullshit, you never had an

SOLDIER (V.O.): 1,

…

JULIA (audibly): Jaroslav!
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The lighting slowly reverts to that from the start,
and the ringing sound stops. The clock shows 11
o’clock again, and JAROSLAV, JULIA and the
SOLDIER are in exactly the same position as they
were before.
End of underscore
JAROSLAV: Krejci,

Krejci, Krejci! Krejci’s the one
you’re looking for! He led the workers in the antiJewish riots, he’s probably leading the workers
now! I’ll give you his –

A gunshot. The front window of the shop smashes
and the SOLDIER drops down dead. JULIA screams.
What the – ?
Pause. KREJCI walks through the open window.
KREJCI: Was

he giving you trouble, Mr. Kubín? I
heard you calling my name.
JAROSLAV is

speechless.

I got you a gun. Oh, I’m sorry Miss Julia, I didn’t
know you were here. If I’d known I’d have
knocked.
JAROSLAV: … I

had everything under control.

KREJCI: What were you going to do, strangle him with
a tie? (To JULIA.) You could, you know. The

fabric’s top-quality.
JAROSLAV: I
KREJCI: For

was going to give him a false address.

what, the Golden Goose?

JAROSLAV: … Yes, …

for the Golden Goose.

KREJCI: Those Austrians

couldn’t find the rebel
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headquarters if it was labeled. (Looking at the
SOLDIER.) Pity, he looks like he could do with a
drink. (Back to JAROSLAV.) So, here’s the gun you
requested. Brand new, never-been-used. Until just
now.
JAROSLAV: Thank
KREJCI: You

you, but I won’t be needing it.

going to use the soldier’s?

JAROSLAV: No. (Pause.)

You didn’t have to kill him.

KREJCI: But he’s

a soldier, Mr. Kubín. No harm in
slaughtering a few pigs. (Does a pig
impersonation.)
No-one is amused.

JAROSLAV: You

need to take him off the premises.

KREJCI: What,

and be seen dragging him through the
streets? (Thinks. Looks around the room.) Why
don’t I hide him in the closet?

JAROSLAV: No, I

don’t think that’s a good idea. You
need to get him away from the shop and take the
gun with you.
Pause.

KREJCI: What’s

going on? (Pause.) I just saved your
life, Mr. Kubín. … I left the fighting to bring you
this gun. There’s a revolution going on / outside.

JAROSLAV: I’m sorry.

… I appreciate everything
you’ve done for me, but if you want to keep your
job you need to do as I tell you.
Pause.

KREJCI: As

you say. … Boss.
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KREJCI slowly drags

the SOLDIER out the back door.

“Sew the cuffs, not like that. Kill the soldier, don’t
kill the soldier.” … Bloody cuffs.
KREJCI exits

with the SOLDIER. JAROSLAV and JULIA
are alone in the room together.
Long pause.
JAROSLAV: I

… probably … shouldn’t have waited
until after “1”. … That was needlessly dramatic,
sorry. … It’s just that … I was … I was thinking
something through. … In a lot of detail. … Too
much detail, really. Especially … (Pictures FELIX
doing a lap dance.) … Anyway. (Pause.) You’re
right, … the rebels are going to get crushed, like …
grapes. … I guess I should … sit out this particular
revolution. … And … maybe get a new assistant. …
And then what?
KREJCI and

the PROTESTERS slowly take up fighting
positions in Václav Square, and shoot at the
Austrian Army, silently.
JULIA: A

soldier’s just gone missing on your premises.
You need to get the hell out of here.

JAROSLAV: Right.

Yes. I was about to say that.

JULIA: And

they’re going to clamp down on freedom of
speech after this. You won’t be able to go to your
political meetings anymore. Or at least not publicly.

JAROSLAV: Right.
JULIA: Eventually

you could start petitioning the
government again, but … probably not for a couple
of years. … You could use the time to focus on
work? Maybe expand the business? … You’ve been
saying for ages that you’re going to make me a
dress. Maybe you could sell them? Just not those …
fancy, flowery ones like everyone else makes.
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JAROSLAV: Right.

(Looks at the desk drawer.) Maybe
I’ll consult you about designs.
Pause.

JULIA: And

of course we will change things, slowly. It
just might take a bit of time.

PROTESTERS (quietly,

no longer singing in 4-part
harmony):
Sing me a song for the Czechs of Bohemia, …
The Austro-Hungarian flag is projected onto some
of the fabric on the back wall, with the date “1867”.

JULIA (going

over to the desk): I hope you don’t mind,
but, I made a few annotations to the constitution
you drafted. (Picks up the document she was
annotating at the start of the play.) I was keeping a
copy at home but brought it over when things
kicked off with my father. (Hands it to JAROSLAV.)

PROTESTERS:

Righting a wrong they’ve endured for too long.
The Nazi flag is projected next to the AustroHungarian one, with the date “1939”.
JULIA gives JAROSLAV the constitution and he
starts to read it.
JULIA: There’s

one thing in there, just to warn you: I
mean, the thing is, I put in “votes for women”? And
I know that sounds completely crazy, but, I don’t
know, I just think that’s the direction things are
heading in. I mean, if we did have a democracy, you
can’t have half the population not being able to
vote, that’s just stupid.

PROTESTERS:

Showing their might to the Austrian dictators, …
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Then the Communist flag with the date “1945”.
JULIA: And

I’m not expecting this to happen overnight
– these things take time! But, you know, sometimes
when you try to move forward too fast, you end up
going … backwards.

PROTESTERS:

Knowing that the fight will be won by the strong.
The flag of the Czech Republic, “1993”.
Long pause. JAROSLAV and JULIA look at each
other.
JAROSLAV: Look,

I don’t know what’s happening with
your father, but … if you’re having trouble at home,
you could always … move in. With me. …
Officially, I mean. As in, … we could, … you
know, …
A cappella. JAROSLAV is singing amateurishly
again.

[Love duet] (reprise) (JAROSLAV)
maybe … get married?
End of song
Pause.
KREJCI is shot dead and another PROTESTER goes
to try and help him. A third PROTESTER is shot and
the PROTESTERS drag the wounded offstage in
retreat.
JULIA hits JAROSLAV, harder than before.

Ow!
And then goes to kiss him –
Lights out.
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